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1. International ‘aspirations’ of a rising power

Introduction

This chapter investigates the roots of India’s Great
Power aspiration and how it has become normalized
and conditioned by events in India’s foreign and domestic
relations, becoming part of India’s self-perception and
global self-image. By aspirations, I refer to the
underlying aims, goals and interests that have continued
to drive Indian foreign policy across different politica
generations and political parties. For India, these
aspirations have been based upon a consensus of
ensuring India’s emergence as a Great Power that is
fully autonomous, influential and respected in the global
comity of nations. Most commonly, such aspirations are
based upon gaining parity with other great (and super)
powers such as the People’s Republic of China, Russia
(formerly the USSR) and the USA, and most typically
include gaining a permanent seat on the United Nations
Security Council (UNSC). Underlying such desires are
also fears of Indian influence being limited to South Asia,
of India being used as a pawn in the international politics
of others states (as was particularly apparent during
the Cold War), and of losing her strategic autonomy.

Whilst not representing a pre-ordained Grand
Strategy, these aspirations are instead deeply entrenched
beliefs formulated across time among India’s strategic
community of bureaucrats and diplomats (especially
those in India’s Ministry of External Affairs), political
thinkers, politicians, journalists and academics. As such,
they have been a consistent and normalized presence
throughout India’s post-independence history. As both
India’s political and economic power continues to
increase within the international system, this aspiration
will continue to temper and drive its actions and status
as a rising power. While broadly seen as reflective of
her large physical landmass, having a sixth of the world’s
population, and an extensive and diverse civilizational

heritage, some differences in approach concerning how
India’s rise as a Great Power will be achieved are
apparent. These differences predominantly occur
between the widely perceived idealism of earlier Indian
leaders (especially Jawaharlal Nehru) and more realist
and realpolitik (practical rather than ideological) attitudes

that emerged in the 1990s.

Reflective of these differing views, on one hand
India’s autonomy in international affairs is based upon
positive neutralism and purna swaraj (complete
independence) from Great Power politics. This approach
in the Cold War period encompassed specific policies
of non-alignment, self-reliance, ahimsa (non-violence)
and nuclear disarmament. Furthermore, Indian conduct
was based upon the idealistic internationalism of a
Nehruvian world order that strove for peace, harmony,
co-operation and development, whereby all countries
were treated equally, regardless of status or position.
The legacies of colonialism (and Partition) played into
this logic by instilling an inherent distrust of any outside
(and therefore imperialistic) forces. In sum, this
Nehruvian approach to security represented, for the
doyen of Indian strategic thought, K. Subrahmanyam,
a ‘strategy of balance of power for a militarily weak
but large and self-confident nation in a bipolar world’.
Other core characteristics included equilibrating
balances within Indian society, namely tolerance, equality
and general detachment.

Set against this idealism, there was also a deep-
seated belief that India was inherently destined to achieve
Great Power status. This aspiration was rooted in the
perceived standing of earlier Indian empires, the various
conquering powers that had sought control of India
(from the Greeks and Muslim invaders to the French
and the British) and also India’s physical location as the
meeting point of Asia. These beliefs combined with
India’s struggle for independence, which India’s leaders
interpreted as part of an ‘Asian Renaissance’ with a
dynamic and proactive India at the helm. A nuclear
capacity was additionally regarded as part of this aim
in terms of developing both independent capabilities and
national self-worth. Despite these more forceful
approaches that explicitly called for the world to
recognize India’s future position, such aspirations
continued to be peaceful, dominated by the
understanding ‘that power-seeking provokes power-
seeking, force begets force’. Indian policy consequently
led to her neither pre-emptively invading nor conquering
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other states.

In order to lay out how these different viewpoints
have become solidified into India’s strategic thinking as
core underlying aspirations, the chapter is split into three
sections. Drawing out the major principles central to
India’s Great Power aspiration, the first section deals
with the colonial legacies inherited by India and the
guiding force of Nehru in the first decades of
independence. The next section looks at how India’s
aspirations evolved during the Cold War as India
interacted and was socialized into the international
system through its contact with other countries. The
third section then discusses how the nuclear tests of
1998 matured and accelerated India’s aspiration to Great
Power status and inspired her increasingly influential
geostrategic relationships. The chapter concludes with
some observations on the future trajectory of India’s
search for Great Power status.

Colonial legacies and Nehruvian principles

India’s aspiration to Great Power status begins
with the perceived greatness of earlier Indian empires
dating back several millennia as often personified in
classical Indian texts, such as the Mahabharata and
Kautilya’s realpolitik-evoking Arthashastra. In turn,
India’s historical exposure to various empires also
emphasized the physical and strategic position of India
as both a meeting point and a bridge between the Middle
East and East Asia. As external Great Powers continued
to want India for both its geopolitical location and
material resources, a sense of national selfimportance
and prestige was inculcated within India’s elites, leading
to an urge and expectation to play a major role in the
world. The raw nature of such an aspiration was
tempered by ancient Hindu practice, which instilled itself
into Indian psyches as pragmatism, patience and
autonomous separation. Furthermore, the ascriptive and
hierarchical criteria of the Hindu caste system
reinforced an expectancy of greatness among the
country’s elites whereby ‘India’s status is a given, not
earned’.

When colonial rule ended, India was left with
territorial issues as a legacy of the Partition of British
India into India and Pakistan. The demarcation of India’s
northern borders through the Curzon and the McMahon
lines, and disputes concerning their validity, directly led

to border issues with China and territorial claims over
Jammu and Kashmir with Pakistan. These issues initially
confined India’s interaction within the global system to
South Asia, made successive Indian governments fearful
of their country’s Balkanization and resulted (directly
and indirectly) in wars with China in 1962, and with
Pakistan in 1947, 1965, 1971 and 1999. Partition therefore
instilled an inherent distrust of outside forces that had
formed the new borders of India and Pakistan, an action
seemingly undertaken to inspire instability in the region
by failing to synchronize with ethnic and state borders.
The creation of a lasting legacy of multiple crossborder
and internal security problems evidenced this perception.
A resultant anti-imperialist attitude would go on to
manifest itself into both anti-Chinese and anti-US
sentiments (over their roles in Pakistan), and even anti-
UN sentiment (over any attempts at mediating the
Kashmir issue). These suspicions furthermore tempered
a desire for India to independently gain Great Power
status.

As both India’s first Prime Minister and first
Minister of Defence, the beliefs of Jawaharlal Nehru
dominated the making of Indian foreign policy from 1947
until his death in 1964. Central to these beliefs was that
India had ‘special rights and duties in the management
of international society based on its status as one of the
world’s major civilisations’. In turn, India’s international
interaction was to be a form of positive neutralism based
upon purna swaraj (complete independence), consisting
of an independent foreign policy and separation from
big power games, also often termed as enlightened
national self-interest. Such a policy was central to
establishing India as an inherently self-determining,
powerful and stable nation on the international stage.
Mahatma Gandhi’s principles of ahimsa (non-violence)
further imbued India with an aversion to pure power
approaches, influencing how she wished to achieve
Great Power status. Ahimsa was linked to ideas of an
emerging alternative world order after the Second World
War in which the use of force was minimal, racialism
was repudiated and countries were emancipated from
imperialism.

India’s leadership of the Non-Aligned Movement
(NAM)—which it co-founded in Belgrade in 1961—
endeavoured to counteract the rigid dichotomies of a
Cold War world dominated by the USA and USSR.
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Non-alignment also generated moral influence for India
and reinforced arguments that to ally with either of the
two superpower blocs would effectively mortgage
India’s future rise and emergence as a Great Power. In
the first decades of her independence, this belief existed
‘regardless of the realities of what India is’,10 as India’s
leaders saw Great Power status as based upon moral
idealism rather than territorial, economic or military
indicators. Employment of this language also helped to
portray India as a self-assured and thoroughly
independent power. As such, the NAM created a
powerful forum for Indian interests and goals in
international politics, where it became the second largest
multilateral diplomatic organization after the UN.
Overall, non-alignment became an article of faith for
India’s leaders and strategic community that allowed
the nation to become established as an independent voice
in international politics.

Non-alignment was neither isolationist nor neutral
as India criticized various states over their policies in
Korea, Congo, Suez and Viet Nam. Reflecting India’s
own experiences, such criticism targeted expansionist
powers rather than specific ideologies. The policy of
economic selfreliance (swadeshi)—often based upon
socialist five-year plans and limited internal investment
from outside powers—also backed-up non-alignment
aims of stability and self-sufficiency. So critical was
swadeshi that Nehru stated that ‘we would rather delay
our development […] than submit to any kind of
economic domination to any country’.11 These notions
were underpinned and exemplified by the
implementation of an economic and science-and-
technology policy, which included nuclear power through
the establishment of the Atomic Energy Commission in
1948 and the Department of Atomic Energy in 1954.
Furthermore, eschewing arms races allowed what
would have been military spending to be concentrated
on economic development. By leading the NAM, Indian
leaders also wanted to overcome the view commonly
held by external powers (such as the USA, the United
Kingdom and China) of supposed India-Pakistan
equality, in an attempt to free India from being purely
associated with South Asia.

India’s aspirations evolve: interaction and
socialization

India’s misgivings about the role of both regional
and global powers towards it were sustained in 1954
when Pakistan aligned itself with the USA in the Mutual
Defence Assistance Pact and the US-backed South-
East Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO). Perceived
US aims of creating Indo-Pakistani parity, in order to
cancel out each other’s influence through mutual
animosity, facilitated and confirmed an Indian elite
distrust of the USA as a core threat to her long-term
status aspirations. Although the USA had encouraged
Indian independence, the region’s poverty and colonial
past marginalized India in the post-Second World War
global hierarchy. Furthermore, the USA regarded the
NAM’s role in the international system as a liability that
circumvented its influence, leading to the US unilateral
arming of Pakistan—also in part to contain the USSR
and to protect the Gulf. Additionally, following Indian
state visits to Moscow and Beijing in the 1950s, US
officials became convinced that India was part of the
Soviet bloc. India’s prior recognition of the communist
government in China in 1949 only underlined this opinion,
as did India’s socialistic orientations.

A historical spirit of civilizational amity between
India and China continued in the immediate aftermath
of the Second World War, with India consistently voting
in China’s favour at the UN.12 However, as the Cold
War began to solidify into different power blocs, Indian
leaders became fearful of the superpowers using China
against it. As China began to see India threatening its
perceived leadership of the Third World, relations
between the two countries became more fraught,
especially concerning the annexation of Tibet and
Chinese aid to the nascent Mizo and Naga insurrections
in India’s north-east. This tension became personified
by ongoing border disputes between the two sides and
proved to be the stimuli for armed conflict in 1962, in
which India was humiliated.13 This defeat forced India
to accept ‘that the pursuit of a major power role in the
absence of hard power or military capabilities was a
chimera’.14 As such, the 1962 experience ‘socialized’
India into the international order, as Indian leaders and
strategic community learnt the limits of their conception
of Great Power status. It also questioned the efficacy
of non-alignment, diminished India’s international
standing, and led to pronounced and increased military
spending. Increased Sino-Pakistani ties during the same
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period (including arms and technology transfers), as
well as continued US-Pakistan links amplified these
factors. Much of India’s newly accepted military aid
also came from the two superpowers, diminishing her
fully autonomous foreign policy outlook. India’s
humiliation was compounded when she was compelled
to institute limited economic liberalization in order to
develop her heavy industry and infrastructure.

Despite the 1962 setback, the belief in pursuing
Great Power status remained and India’s 1965 victory
versus Pakistan strengthened her self-sufficiency.
India’s growing awareness of Great Power politics was
again shown before the 1971 war with Pakistan, when
she signed a 20-year Treaty of Peace, Friendship and
Co-operation with the USSR. This treaty protected
India from UN censure by the USA, balanced against
the Islamabad-Beijing-Washington lineup, and acted as
a socializing experience in Great Power realpolitik. The
1971 conflict with Pakistan and India’s consequent
‘liberation’ of East Pakistan into Bangladesh showed
India capable of successfully fighting a limited conflict
and of redefining her strategic environment.
Subsequently, post-1971, India emerged as the foremost
power on the subcontinent; 1971 furthermore confirmed
the ongoing morality present within India’s aspiration to
Great Power status and remains as a rare case of
successful state-to-state humanitarian intervention.
These events also emboldened India’s acquisition of
nuclear weapons, achieved through the Peaceful
Nuclear Explosion (PNE) of May 1974. The tests were
emblematic of its criticism of the permanent vetoes of
the P-5 (China, France, the USA, the then-USSR and
the United Kingdom) Permanent Members of the UN
Security Council and the Non-Nuclear Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) of 1968 that protected their exclusive
nuclear status.

Assuring India’s regional hegemony was a key step
to achieving Great Power status and was primarily
carried out by denying external powers any influence
in South Asia. This policy is often referred to as the
Indira/Rajiv Doctrine, named after two prime ministers
who led India in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. As part of
this doctrine, Indian military power was used as a
deterrent and as an interventionist force in the region,
with India engaging in bilateral peacekeeping operations
in Sri Lanka (1971 and 1987–90) and in the Maldives

(1988), as well as an economic blockade of Nepal in
1989–90. While not always wholly successful—as with
the 1987–90 peace-keeping operations in Sri Lanka—
India embraced such interventionist policies towards
South Asia, which it abhorred if applied to itself. In the
face of heightening energy needs and deeper economic
relations, Indian policy towards the region changed in
the 1990s, mainly through the actions of Prime Minister
I.K. Gujral, who effectively gave up reciprocity in
bilateral affairs. Regarded as necessary to counter the
influence of states such as Pakistan, China and the
USA, the Gujral Doctrine instead based regional
relations upon good will and benevolence.

Building on its paramount subcontinent status and
pre-existing treaty-based security relationships with
Bhutan and Nepal dating from 1949–50, Indian leaders
also attempted to initiate some forms of Asian
multilateralism. These efforts dated from Nehru’s Asian
Relations Conference in March 1947 and calls in 1967
for an Asian Council. As such, India stepped up
multilateral links within the region in order to improve
her stability and trade links and most importantly to
increase India’s global standing. This policy included
joining various multilateral bodies such as the South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) in
1985,

BIMSTEC (Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral
Technical and Economic Cooperation—formerly
Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka, Thailand Economic
Cooperation) in 1997, and links with the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) from 1992 onwards.
These latter links rested upon India creating further
military, economic and diplomatic ties with South-East
Asia through the ‘Look East’ policy, which built upon
her religious, artistic, linguistic and political legacies to
the region. Through such policies India steadily extended
her regional dominance beyond South Asia, emboldening
her global Great Power aspirations. In general (and by
the 1990s), such eastern-looking policies held greater
importance to India’s policy-makers than her relations
towards West Asia.

India’s aspirations to achieve Great Power status
also contained engrained beliefs of her natural
supremacy in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR). Apart
from inheriting the British colonialists’ Curzonian arc
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from Aden to Singapore, this domination rested upon
historical elements whereby British, Dutch and French
colonialists had all invaded India from the sea. As such,
India insisted that the Great Powers leave the Indian
Ocean, and in the 1960s and 1970s endeavoured to
declare the IOR a Zone of Peace. After this approach
failed, India joined the Indian Ocean Rim Association
for Regional Co-operation (IOR-ARC) in 1995, a trade
association composed of 18 member states. By the 1990s
the security importance of the IOR was underscored
as India became the biggest consumer of natural gas
from the Gulf, Central Asia and South-East Asia.
Corresponding increases in her economic growth
ameliorated her Great Power aspirations. Rising
strategic competition with Pakistan and China increased
this importance, and was underpinned by India having
the most developed navy in the Indian Ocean.

On a wider spectrum, India remained suspicious
of foreign investment, multinational corporations and a
gradually globalizing economic order. Such external
financial mechanisms were regarded as threatening
swadeshi through coercive and restrictive multilateral
organizations such as the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the World Trade Organization (WTO).
However, the 1980s were also marked by selective
foreign capital and technological investment in India as
the ties of non-alignment were re-defined by Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi to indicate the basis for a new
international economic order. Such changes took
advantage of India’s largely apolitical relationships with
Africa and Latin America and the legacy of the NAM.
India’s gradual liberalization would be resolutely spurred
on by the 1991 balance of payments crisis.

In these ways, the advantages of economic
liberalization in terms of status acquisition were gradually
being acknowledged by India’s leaders, especially as a
way to engage with the international system’s Great
Powers, such as the USA. Such understandings also
recognized the realities of a post-Cold War world, which
had disrupted existing Indo-USSR links, increasingly
made the NAM irrelevant and demanded new foreign
policy dimensions if Great Power status was to be
achieved. However, anti-US sentiments remained as
India’s perception of the USA directly acting against
her interests continued during the 1980s, particularly as
the USA sent arms via Pakistan to counter the Soviet

invasion of Afghanistan in 1979. As the Cold War ended,
US strategic disinterest grew, in conjunction with the
Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan in 1989. China
would, however, continue to support Pakistan throughout
this period and their aid indirectly helped Pakistan, in
turn, to support the insurgency that erupted in Indian-
controlled Kashmir during the 1980s.

Overall, by the 1990s India was steadily increasing
her regional and international status en route to her goal
of acquiring Great Power status. In response to its
interaction internationally, India’s core belief in becoming
a Great Power remained in place, now characterized
by an injection of realpolitik and continued anti-
imperialism towards the USA and China. These attitudes
had enabled India’s successful dominance of South Asia,
and a gradual spreading of her influence eastwards into
South-East Asia and the Indian Ocean. On a wider scale,
however, she remained an outlier in the international
system, separated from the supremacy of the P-5
powers of the UN Security Council.

Post-1998: India’s aspirations evolve

The 1990s witnessed the emergence of Hindu
nationalism under the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) as
India’s domestic politics shifted away from the
dominance of the Indian National Congress (INC)
Party. In 1998 the BJP-led National Democratic Alliance
(NDA) coalition gained power, breaking decades of INC
rule. Through a Hindutva emphasis on regaining India’s
glorious Hindu past, the BJP wished to reverse the
perceived failure of India to successfully impose itself
regionally and globally, and they resuscitated calls for
India to reclaim her rightful place in the world. Explicit
nuclear weapon testing was deemed necessary to fulfil
these aims and to ensure for India, as BJP manifestos
stated, ‘a role in world affairs commensurate with its

size and capability’.

From these perspectives, BJP policy fitted with
voices within India’s strategic community who believed
that the pre-eminence of the UN Security Council P-5
was only guaranteed by their exclusive possession of
strategic nuclear forces. BJP leaders and these elites
contended that India would only be heard (and gain a
permanent veto on the UNSC) when she explicitly had
nuclear weapons capability, something that had not been
achieved with her earlier tests. An additional background
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of continued US sanctions from India’s 1974 PNE and
sustained nuclear discrimination against her from the
P-5 powers concerning the NPT and Comprehensive
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), contributed to
pressures to test. As such, and barely two months after
the BJP had formed a new government in March 1998,
a series of nuclear tests were carried out in the Pokhran
desert bordering Pakistan on 11 and 13 May, ‘nuclear
nationalism’ and ‘nuclear imagination’ in operation.18
Pakistan responded with her own nuclear tests shortly
afterwards at Chaghai Hills in Baluchistan on 28 and
30 May.

The impact of the Pokhran tests on India’s desire
for Great Power status was immense and transformed
much of its foreign diplomacy. In particular, the far more
pragmatic and singleminded outlook of the BJP
concerning foreign policy made India proactive and
expectant in its Great Power status acquisition by
forcing international engagement. As BJP Prime
Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee stated at the time, ‘India
is now a nuclear weapon state […] it is not a conferment
that we seek; nor is it a status for others to grant […] it
is India’s due, the right of onesixth of humankind’.19
This greater sense of International Relations (IR) realism
and realpolitik supplanted the earlier idealism and ahimsa
typical of Nehru and the Congress Party, yet maintained
the core principles of India gaining Great Power status,
namely the protection of India’s autonomy and
independence. BJP beliefs in an emergent and strong
India were underpinned by elite recognition of India’s
increased economic power and international significance
by 1998. As such, India could withstand the pressure of
sanctions, as her financial linkages to international
corporations and other countries would protect her from
complete economic isolation. Indeed, while the USA
(and Japan) issued sanctions in the aftermath of the
tests, Russia, France, China and the United Kingdom
did not. By questioning the dominant global nuclear
consensus (and being the first country to proclaim a
new nuclear status since China in 1964), the Pokhran
tests brought India into the global political, economic
and strategic mainstream.

High levels of Indian diplomacy also came to
characterize India’s mainstream re-integration, as Indian
officials and leaders endeavoured to maintain the
momentum of the tests to make India a global power.

Thus, Indian government and Ministry of External
Affairs officials undertook a policy of ‘total diplomacy’
with all states. Through this approach, and the catalyst
of the 1998 tests, India aimed to inculcate new and
deeper relationships across the world. Such a proactive
approach often involved reference to an emergent ranked
hierarchy in Indian diplomacy, whereby greater attention
was given to the P-5 powers and second/middle-tier
powers such as Japan, Australia, the European Union
(EU) and Israel. This ranking differedfrom earlier Indian
policy-makers, who had given equal status to all
countries, regardless of (current or potential) political
and economic relations. New diplomatic groupings (often
with countries also striving for increased international
status) also began to emerge, such as the Russia-China-
India (RCI), Brazil-Russia-India-China (BRIC), and
India-Brazil-South Africa (IBSA) formations. Such
pragmatic and strategic developments were now a signal
to other states ‘that India’s strategic frontier may not
be coterminous with its political borders’.

By the beginning of the 21st century, India’s Great
Power aspiration was ascendant as her political,
diplomatic and trade links increased exponentially: ‘India
matters’, in a phrase. As such, India’s international
relations improved across the board, especially those
with the USA, as the two countries’ leaders talked of
India and the USA as ‘natural allies’, a phrase first used
by India’s Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee in his
speech, ‘India, USA and the World’, made in New York
to the Asia Society in September 1998. While this
change was not straightforward to achieve and while
Indian elite distrust of the USA remained, the 1998
nuclear tests forced US attention onto South Asia—
particularly given India’s significance as the largest
military (and now nuclear) power between the USA’s
two major military presences in the Persian Gulf and
East Asia. Critically, the USA began to accept the new
consequences of India in terms of her economy, nuclear
capabilities, stable democracy and large middle class.
Such respect and acceptance increased India’s
international standing and made closer US ties a new
pillar of India’s foreign policy. In turn, India became a
key strategic partner of the USA, witnessed in their
bilateral Defence Agreement drawn up in 2005.

As India’s international profile increased,
heightened trade levels and greater military-tomilitary
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links (including the signing of ‘strategic partnerships’
with many major and great level powers) personified
her international interaction. Such ties have helped
expand and strengthen India’s links to the international
community and international economy, confirming her
status as a rising international force. Typical of this
expansion, Indian policy-makers broadened the scope
of India’s security horizons, with officials talking of
India’s ‘extended neighbourhood’ (Central Asia, South-
East Asia and Africa), ‘Look East Phase 2’ (towards
East Asia and Australasia), a more even-handed
approach to West Asia (between Israel and the Arab
states), as well as better links with the EU. A rising
presence in the IOR has underlined this expansion of
Indian diplomacy along with a more explicit emphasis
on combating terrorism and piracy, and protecting
international trade routes. While regional problems still
exist (especially territorial disputes with Pakistan over
Kashmir and China over Arunachal Pradesh), India’s
political and economic links with her neighbourhood have
become more stable.

Conclusions

Over the last 60 years, an aspiration to achieve
Great Power status has become a normalized feature
of Indian foreign policy. Through the legacies of colonial
powers and Nehru, this aspiration developed through
continued international interaction. Much of this
development came from learning the lessons of systemic
realpolitik, such as India’s defeat by China in 1962, wars
in 1965 and 1971 with Pakistan, and forcing the world’s
attention towards India with the nuclear tests of 1998.
From these events we can expect India’s Great Power
aspiration to continue and to become more heightened,
while being tempered by a suspicion of outside powers
and the maintenance of Indian autonomy in all areas.
The core sentiments within India’s Great Power
aspiration—anti-imperialism, self-reliance and being
unaligned—will remain integral to such a disposition.
As such, the very nature of India’s Great Power
aspiration may be potentially debilitating to its full
integration into the global economy (for fear of losing
self-reliance), and will certainly militate against any all-
weather alliances. Instead, strategic partnerships will
flourish where the political and economic gains for India
are clear. Of note here is that despite different political
parties being in power in India, this consensus on Great

Power status has remained unchanged, suggesting a 
normative durability in the belief and approach to the 
acquisition of Great Power status.

According to Nayar, power has 10 features. Four 
of these are ‘hard’ features: the military; the economy; 
technology; and demographics. Six of these are ‘soft’ 
features: norms (which can be defined as beliefs, hopes, 
fears); leadership of international forums; culture; state 
capacity; strategy and diplomacy; and national 
leadership. In symbiosis, these virtues translate into 
power and influence within the international system 
concerning security provision, the determination and 
style of financial institutions, and the control of 
knowledge acquisition and dissemination. Currently the 
USA is the only complete power in regard of all these 
power virtues.

In comparison with other states—both the P-5 
powers and other second-tier (and aspirant great) 
powers from each continent—how does India measure 
up? A cursory comparison can be seen in Table 1.1, 
below, which shows India’s relative strength in terms 
of ‘hard’ virtues—its physical landmass, population, 
economic performance and military expenditure. While 
looking certain to surpass Japan in the next decade to 
become the world’s third largest economy, maintaining 
current rates of growth indicate that by the middle of 
the 21st century the size of the Indian economy will 
surpass that of the USA and perhaps eventually China. 
It is India’s comparatively younger (and in the future, 
given current growth rates, larger) population and 
continued growth in gross domestic product (GDP) that 
are essential to this surpassing of other Great Powers.

In turn, India has the third highest rate of military 
expenditure, and the world’s fourth largest army. This 
expenditure can rise in line with her economic expansion, 
which is dominated by India’s expertise in software, 
but also growing strength in industrial production, satellite 
technology and arms manufacture.

Growth will also be aided by the preponderance 
of English language usage in India and its increasing 
cultural exports in terms of film, cuisine, music, dance 
and literature—all ‘soft’ power attributes. A democratic 
tradition additionally increases India’s international 
legitimacy. In turn, it is important to note that ‘Great 
Powers are not just made by their material capacities
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but also by their dispositions, that is, by their willingness
to articulate a vision of a preferred world and to accept
the burdens of shaping that vision’. Here, India needs
to achieve more, to be more proactive in its global
interaction and to lead debates in international forums
on topics such as global warming and energy security.
Such leadership may often appear paradoxical in the
face of India’s economic needs and will demand new,
innovative yet balanced diplomatic approaches. Having
a clearer national security strategy would also facilitate
India’s international rise, and a nascent National Security
Council (NSC) and National Security Advisory Board
(NSAB) (both founded in 1998), as well as a Draft
Nuclear Doctrine (first issued on 17 August 1999) are
all steps that ameliorate this factor.

Chris Ogen

While India is accurately seen as a candidate Great
Power, her border issues are stumbling blocks to freeing
her influence away from South Asia and into the
international system. These issues (and ongoing
fractious relations with Pakistan, China and often
Bangladesh) are continued influences on separatists

within India, especially the Naxalites who early in the
21st century were active in a third of the country, as
well as other groups in her north-east. India’s population
is also India’s potential Achilles’ heel as it modernizes,
draining resources for a population that currently remains
generally highly illiterate, unskilled and impoverished.
The challenge to ameliorate such conditions seems even
harder when comparisons with other major powers are
made, and it will take some time to achieve higher living
standards. High incidences of corruption, bureaucratic
lethargy and apathy in law implementation, all
exacerbate these factors. However, as India’s economy
continues to expand and investment continues to filter
out through the country’s states to its vast population, it
is reasonable to expect that, with time, many of these
issues can and will be resolved. Although India may
never achieve a permanent seat on the UNSC (given
that the P-5 would have to implement any reforms, which
would by definition diminish their own influence), we
can expect India to emerge as one of the major poles,
and hence Great Powers, of the 21st century.
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Introduction

Time and again, India’s behaviour in the realm of
foreign and security policy has confounded observers,
deviating as it does from the ‘norm’ set by other major
powers. Indian foreign and security policy has been
deemed incoherent and inconsistent. As India’s weight
has grown in the international system in recent years,
there is a perception that India is on the cusp of achieving
Great Power status. It is repeated ad nauseum in the
Indian and often in global media, and India is already
being asked to behave like one. In the past, non-
alignment was the broader framework through which
India had viewed its relationship with the outside world.
The idea of retaining ‘strategic autonomy’ was seen as
crucial by the Indian elites and non-alignment was an

instrument towards that end.

Today, when India wants to shape the international
system as opposed to being merely its referent object,
it should be expected that its foreign policy will be
anchored on a planned augmentation of the power of
the nation as a whole. Some are indeed suggesting that
after years of rejecting power politics and emphasizing
the importance of international norms, India has now
‘begun to lean towards greater strategic realism’. Yet,
much like in the past, Indian adversaries seem to have
been successful in limiting India’s strategic options even
at a time when Indian capabilities—economic and
military—seem to be at an all-time high. A state can
promulgate law and pursue strategy once it has not only
achieved a legitimate monopoly on violence but also
when it is free of the coercive violence of other states.3
This brings to the fore the issue of Indian strategic culture
and its impact on shaping Indian foreign and security
policy. This chapter examines the debate on Indian
strategic culture and the consequences it has had on
Indian foreign and security policies.

Scholars of international politics have increasingly
focused on culture as an important variable determining
state behaviour in the international realm. Culture is an
amorphous concept and scholars using the term have

often been blamed for resorting to a kitchen-sink
approach because of the vagueness in defining the
boundaries of this term. Culture can refer both to a set
of evaluative standards, such as norms or values, and
to cognitive standards, such as rules or models defining
what entities and actors exist in a system and how they
operate and inter-relate.4 It has been argued that the
cultural environment affects not only the incentives for
different kinds of  state behaviour but also how states
perceive themselves, what is called a state identity.
Cultural elements of a state’s domestic environment,
thereby, become an important factor shaping the national
security interests and the security policies of states.

While critics have argued that culture does not
matter in global politics and foreign policy, and cultural
effects can be reduced to epiphenomena of the
distribution of power and capabilities, one can surely
examine culture as one of the variables shaping a state’s
foreign policy even if there are reasons to be cautious
about using culture to explain political outcomes.

Strategic culture deficit

India’s ability to think strategically on issues of
national security has been considered at best
questionable. George Tanham, in his landmark study on
Indian strategic thought, pointed out that Indian elites
have shown little evidence of having thought coherently
and systematically about national strategy. He argued
that this lack of long-term planning and strategy derives
from India’s historical and cultural developmental
patterns. These include the Hindu view of life as largely
unknowable, thereby being outside man’s control, and
the Hindu concept of time as eternal, thereby
discouraging planning. As a consequence, Tanham
argued that India has  een on the strategic defensive
throughout its history, reluctant to assert itself except
within the subcontinent.6 In a similar vein, Sandy Gordon
suggests that ‘the hierarchical nature of caste naturally
leads to a propensity towards compartmentalization and
exclusivity’, which ‘undermines seriously coordination
and planning’.

2. Indian strategic culture : the debate and its
consequences
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India’s former Minister of External Affairs,
Jaswant Singh, also examined the evolution of strategic
culture in Indian society and in its political decision-
making class, with a particular reference to post-
independence India. He considered the Indian political
elites as not thinking strategically about foreign policy
and defence issues; with his guns particularly trained
on India’s first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, he
pointed to Nehru’s ‘idealistic romanticism’ and his
unwillingness to institutionalize strategic thinking, policy
formulation and implementation.

It is ironic, however, that even when Singh was
himself Minister of External Affairs in 1998–2002, there
was little evidence that anything of substance really
changed in so far as the strategic dimension of India’s
foreign policy is concerned. For all the blame that Singh
laid at Nehru’s door, even he and the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP)-led government in which he served did not
move towards the institutionalization of strategic
thinking, policy formulation and implementation. Perhaps
the Indian strategic culture became too powerful a
constraint for even him to overcome?

Critics of these views have argued that claims
made by Tanham and others regarding India’s lack of
strategic culture can not only be refuted easily but such
arguments also lack methodological rigour. Others have
suggested that Tanham is being ethnocentric in his claims
about the impact of culture on Indian thinking. In
response to Tanham’s argument that India lacks a
tradition of strategic thinking, it has been suggested that
‘India has had strategy and grand strategy, and one could
distil these from Indian pronouncements and behaviour,
but it cannot produce a canon of strategic thought of
any great lineage, and certainly not comparable to
Europe’s’. Others see bureaucratic inertia, political
ineptitude and the state of civil-military relations as
factors responsible for the absence of strategic thinking
in India.

However, contra Tanham, an analysis of the
strategic behaviour of five pan-Indian powers spanning
over two millennia—the Mauryas, the Guptas, the
Mughals, British India and the Republic of India—
suggests a remarkable continuity. These five powers,
according to this argument, seem to have followed a
similar grand strategic paradigm that includes a drive

towards power maximization under the veneer of
morality, striving for regional hegemony in the sub-
continent, use of war as part of the statecraft, a
defensive strategic orientation against extra-regional
states, and rapid adaptation to changing political and
military trends.

Yet with the exception of the Arthasastra,
attributed to the ancient Indian scholar Kautilya, there
is no major written text that has actually recorded Indian
strategic thinking. Before India’s emergence as a nation-
state in 1947, Indian strategic culture was projected
through Lord Wellesly’s Subsidiary Alliance system,
whereby various Indian rulers were prepared to
outsource their security to the British Raj and live under
its protection. Unlike China, which has a tradition of a
strong central state dominating the lives of the people,
in India Society has always been more important than
the State. This was one of the reasons why India
welcomed Queen Victoria’s famous proclamation in
1858 that the British Raj would not interfere in the
functioning of Indian society, disclaiming ‘the right and
the desire to impose our convictions on any of our
subjects’.

Jawaharlal Nehru dominated the Indian foreign and
security policy landscape in the immediate aftermath
of Indian independence till his death in 1964. It was his
worldview that shaped Indian foreign policy priorities
and Indian strategic culture can be viewed through the
prism of Nehruvian predilections. Nehru was a strategic
thinker and his non-alignment was a classic ‘balance of
power’ policy in a bipolar world where the two
superpowers could not go to war because of nuclear
weapons. He was an internationalist. However,
nonalignment was reduced to a dogma and an ideology
after him and became in effect isolationism. India was
forced to alter its economic and foreign policies because
of the grave economic crisis in the early 1990s.
Isolationism did not lead to a careful assessment of the
dynamic international security situation and exploration
of options for India.

For a long time there was a myth propagated by
the political elites in the country that there was a general
consensus across political parties on major foreign policy
issues. Aside from the fact that such a consensus has
been more a result of intellectual apathy than any real
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attempt to forge a coherent grand strategy that cuts
across ideological barriers, this is most certainly an
exaggeration, as until the early 1990s the Congress
Party’s dominance over the Indian political landscape
was almost complete and there was no political
organization of an equal capacity that could bring to
bear its influence on foreign and security policy issues
in the same measure. It was the rise of the Hindu
nationalist BJP that gave India a significantly different
voice on foreign policy, but more importantly it was the
changes in the international environment that forced
Indian policy-makers to challenge some of the
assumptions underlying their approach to the outside
world.

If we define strategic culture more narrowly in
terms of its three basic components—political military
culture (civil-military relations), domestic attitudes
towards the use of force, and domestic political culture—
then it becomes easier to identify how these three have
shaped Indian foreign policy and security behaviour.

Marginalization of the military

Indian politicians after independence in 1947
viewed the Indian Army with suspicion as the last
supporters of the British Raj and did their best to isolate
the military from policy and influence. This attitude was
further reinforced by the views of two giants of the
Indian nationalist movement, Mahatma Gandhi and
Jawaharlal Nehru. Gandhi’s ardent belief in non-violence
(ahimsa) left little room for accepting the role of the
use of force in an independent India. It also shaped the
views on military and defence of the first generation of
post-independence political leaders in India. More
important, though, has been the legacy of Nehru, India’s
first Prime Minister, who laid the institutional foundations
for civil-military relations in India. His obsession with
economic development was only matched by his disdain
and distrust of the military, resulting in the sidelining of
defence planning in India.

By institutionalizing civilian supremacy over the
country’s military apparatus, Nehru also ensured that
the experiences in neighbouring Pakistan, where military
had become the dominant political force soon after
independence, would not be repeated in India. The Indian
civilian elite also did not want the emergence of a rival
military elite with direct access to political leadership.

Two significant changes immediately after independence
that reduced the influence of the military and
strengthened civilian control were the abolition of the
post of Commander-in-Chief, which had hitherto been
the main military adviser to the government, and the
strengthening of the civilian-led Ministry of Defence.
Other organizational changes followed that further
strengthened civilian hold over the armed forces. The
Indian national security decision-making system was
devised by Lord Ismay, Mountbatten’s Chief of Staff
during Partition in 1947, and handed over to a civilian
government and military leaderships, both of which were
amateurs in matters of national security. The Army,
Navy and Air Force Acts passed during 1947–50 made
those forces independent juridical entities outside the
government, leading to the creation of a civilian Ministry
of Defence with Armed Forces Commands staying
outside the government. It has been argued that as a
consequence, India is among only a handful of nations
where civilian administrations wield so much power over
the military.

Along with Nehru, another civilian who left a lasting
impact on the evolution of civil-military relations was
V.K. Krishna Menon, India’s Minister of Defence in
1957–62. During his tenure, which has been described
as the most controversial stewardship of the Indian
defence ministry, he heralded a number of organizational
changes that were not very popular with the armed
forces. The first major civil-military clash in independent
India also took place under his watch, when B.K.
Thimayya, the then well-respected Chief of Army,
decided to bypass Menon in 1959 and went straight to
the Prime Minister with his litany of complaints, which
included, among others, Menon’s interference in the
administration of the armed forces. The situation was
so precarious that Thimayya even submitted his
resignation to Nehru, which he was persuaded to
withdraw later. While this episode demonstrated that
the strength of civilmilitary relations in India in so far as
Thimayya used the due process to challenge his civilian
superior, it also revealed the dangers of civilian
intervention in matters that the military feels belong to
its domain. The consequences of such civil-military
friction was to be grave for India

in the 1962 war with China.
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Despite any military experience, Nehru and Menon
were actively involved in operationallevel planning
before the outbreak of the Sino-Indian war of 1962.
They ‘directly supervised the placement of individual
brigades, companies, and even platoons, as the Chinese
and Indian forces engaged in mutual encirclement of
isolated outposts’. As a consequence, when China won
the war decisively, the blame was laid at the doors of
Menon and Nehru. Menon resigned, while Nehru’s
reputation suffered lasting damage. It also made it clear,
both to the civilians and the military, that purely
operational matters were best left to the military. Some
have argued that since then a convention has been
established whereby while the operational directive is
laid down by the political leadership, the actual planning
of operations is left to the chiefs of staff.

Stephen Rosen, in his study of the impact of
societal structures on the military effectiveness of a
state, argues that the separation of the Indian military
from Indian society, while preserving the coherence of
the Indian army, has led to a reduction in the effective
military power of the Indian state.22 While India has
been successful in evolving a sustained tradition of strict
civilian control over the military since its independence,
unlike its immediate neighbours, India has  been unable
to evolve institutions and procedures that would allow
the military to substantially participate in the national
security decision-making processes. This has
significantly reduced the effectiveness with which India
can wield its military as an instrument of national power.

Inability to use force effectively

A nation’s vital interests, in the ultimate analysis,
can only be preserved and enhanced if the nation has
sufficient power capabilities at its disposal. Not only
must a nation possess such capabilities, there must also
be a willingness to employ the required forms of power
in pursuit of those interests. India’s lack of an instinct
for power is most palpable in the realm of the military,
where, unlike other major global powers of the past
and the present, India has failed to master the creation,
deployment and use of its military instruments in support
of its national objectives. Nehru envisioned making India
a global leader without any help from the nation’s armed
forces, arguing, ‘the right approach to defence is to avoid
having unfriendly relations with other countries—to put

it differently, war today is, and ought to be, out of the
question’. War has been systematically factored out of
Indian foreign policy and the national security matrix,
with resulting ambiguity about India’s ability to withstand
major wars of the future. The modern state system, in
fact the very nature of the state itself, has been
determined to a significant degree by the changing
demands of war and it has developed through a series
of what Philip Bobbitt called ‘Epochal Wars’. A defining
feature of any state is its ability to make war and keep
peace.

Military power, more often than not, affects the
success with which other instruments of statecraft are
employed, as it always lurks in the background of inter-
state relations, even when nations are at peace with
each other. Military power remains central to the course
of international politics as force retains its role as the
final arbiter among states in an anarchical international
system.States may not always need to resort to the actual
use of force, but military power vitally affects the
manner in which states deal with each other even during
peace time, despite what the protagonists of globalization
and liberal institutionalism might claim. A state’s
diplomatic posture will lack effectiveness if it is not
backed by a credible military posture. In the words of
Thomas Schelling, ‘like the threat of a strike in industrial
relations, the threat of divorce in a family dispute, or
the threat of bolting the party at a political convention,
the threat of violence continuously circumscribes
international politics’. Even in the age of nuclear
weapons, contrary to suggestions in some quarters that
the utility of force has declined, military strategy has
merely morphed into the art of coercion, of intimidation,
a contest of nerves and risk-taking and what has been
termed ‘the diplomacy of violence’.

Few nations face the kind of security challenges
that confront India. Yet, since independence military was
never seen as a central instrument in the achievement
of Indian national priorities, with the tendency of Indian
political elites being to downplay the importance of
military power. India ignored the defence sector after
independence and paid inadequate attention to its
defence needs. Even though the policy-makers
themselves had little knowledge of critical defence
issues, the defence forces had little or no role in the
formulation of defence policy until 1962. Divorcing
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foreign policy from military power was a recipe for
disaster, as India realized in 1962 when even Nehru
was forced to concede that ‘military weakness has been
a temptation, and a little military strength may be a
deterrent’. In recent times, this phenomenon was
exemplified when after the terrorist attacks on Mumbai
in 2008, India found that it no longer had the capability
of imposing quick and effective retribution on Pakistan
and that it no longer enjoyed the kind of conventional
superiority vis-à-vis its regional adversary that it had
enjoyed for the past five decades. This was a surprising
conclusion for a nation that the international community
regarded as a major global economic and military power,
pursuing a defence modernization programme estimated
at over US $50,000m. over the next five years. A state’s
legitimacy is tied to its ability to monopolize the use of
force and operate effectively in an international strategic
environment, and India had lacked clarity on this
relationship between the use of force and its foreign
policy priorities.

Discomfort with power

A fundamental quandary that has long dogged India
in the realm of foreign affairs, which has become even
more acute with India’s ascent in the international order,
is the need, as Sunil Khilnani put it, to ‘instruct ourselves
on the new necessities and responsibilities of world
power—to instil in our elites an instinct for power’.
Power lies at the heart of international politics. It affects
the influence that states exert over one another, thereby
shaping political outcomes. The success and failure of
a nation’s foreign policy is largely a function of its power
and the manner in which that power is wielded. The
exercise of power can be shocking and at times
corrupting, but power is absolutely necessary to fight
the battles that must be fought. India’s ambivalence
about power and its use has resulted in a situation where
even as India’s economic and military capabilities have
gradually expanded, it has failed to evolve a
commensurate strategic agenda and requisite institutions
so as to be able to mobilize and use its resources
optimally.

Hans Morgenthau, the arch advocate of
International Relations (IR) realism, once famously
wrote, ‘The prestige of a nation is its reputation for
power. That reputation, the reflection of the reality of

power in the mind of the observers, can be as important
as the reality of power itself. What others think about
us is as important as what we actually are’. India faces
a unique conundrum: its political elites desperately want
global recognition for India as a major power and all
the prestige and authority associated with it. Yet, they
continue to be reticent about the acquisition and use of
power in foreign affairs. Most recently, this ambivalence
was expressed by the Indian Minister of Commerce in
a speech when he suggested that, ‘this word power
often makes me uncomfortable’. Though he was talking
about the economic rise of India and the challenges
that India faced as it continued to strive for sustained
economic growth, his discomfort with the notion of India
as a rising power was indicative of a larger reality in
Indian polity. This ambivalence about the use of power
in international relations, where ‘any prestige or authority
eventually rely upon traditional measures of power,
whether military or economic’, is curious, as the Indian
political elites have rarely shied away from the
maximization of power

in the realm of domestic politics, thereby corroding the
institutional fabric of liberal democracy in the country.

In what has been diagnosed as a ‘mini state
syndrome’, those states that do not have the material
capabilities to make a difference to the outcomes at the
international level often denounce the concept of power
in foreign policy-making. India had long been one such
state, viewing itself as an object of the foreign policies
of a small majority of powerful nations. As a
consequence, the Indian political and strategic elite
developed a suspicion of power politics, with the word
‘power’ itself acquiring a pejorative connotation in so
far as foreign policy was concerned. The relationship
between power and foreign policy was never fully
understood, leading to a progressive loss in India’s ability
to wield power effectively in the international realm.

Lack of institutionalization

A major consequence of this lack of an Indian
strategic culture has been a perceptible lack of
institutionalization of the foreign policy-making in India.
At its very foundation, Indian  democracy is sustained
by a range of institutions from the more formal ones of
the executive, legislative and judiciary, to the less formal
ones of broader civil society. It is these institutions that
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in large measure have allowed Indian democracy to
thrive and flourish for more than 50 years now, despite
a number of constraints that have led to the failure of
democracy in many other societies. However, in the
realm of foreign policy it is the lack of institutionalization
that has allowed a drift to set in without any long-term
orientation.

Some have laid the blame on Nehru for his
unwillingness to construct strategic planning architecture
because he single-handedly shaped Indian foreign policy
during his tenure. Even his successors, however, have
failed to pursue institutionalization in a consistent
manner. The BJP-led National Democratic Alliance
(NDA) came to power in 1999 promising that it would
establish a National Security Council (NSC) to analyse
the military, economic and political threats to the nation
and to advise the government on meeting these
challenges effectively.  While it did set up the NSC in
the late 1990s and defined its role in policy formulation,
the BJP neglected the institutionalization of the NSC
and the building up of its capabilities to play the role
assigned to it, thereby failing to underpin national security
by structural and systematic institutional arrangements.
Important national security decisions were taken in an
ad hoc manner without utilizing the Cabinet Committee
on Security, the Strategic Policy Group (comprising key
secretaries, service chiefs and heads of intelligence
agencies), and officials of the National Security Advisory
Board. Moreover, as has been rightly pointed out, the
way the NSC is structured makes long-term planning
impossible, thereby negating the very purpose of its
formation, and its effectiveness remains hostage to the
weight of the National Security Adviser (NSA) in
national politics. The NSA has become the most
powerful authority on national security, sidelining the
institution of the NSC.

While the Congress-led United Progressive
Alliance came to power in 2004 promising that it would
make the NSC a professional and effective institution
and blaming the NDA for making only cosmetic changes
in the institutional arrangements, it has so far failed to

make it work in an optimal manner whereby the NSC
anticipates national security threats, co-ordinates the
management of national security, and engenders long-
term planning by generating new and bold ideas. An
effective foreign policy institutional framework would
not only identify the challenges, but would also develop
a coherent strategy to deal with it, organize and motivate
the bureaucracy, and persuade and inform the public.
The NSC, by itself, is not a panacea, particularly in light
of the inability of the NSC in the USA to successfully
mediate in the bureaucratic wars and effectively co-
ordinate policy. However, the lack of an effective NSC
in India is reflective of India’s ad hoc decision-making
process in the realm of foreign policy. If there is any
continuity in India’s approach to foreign policy and
national security, it is the inability and unwillingness of
policy-makers across political ideologies to give a
strategic vision to their nation’s foreign policy priorities.

Conclusions

There is clearly an appreciation in Indian policy-
making circles of India’s rising capabilities. It is reflected
in a gradual expansion of Indian foreign policy activity
in recent years, in India’s attempt to reshape its defence
forces, in its desire to seek greater global influence. As
India has risen in the global inter-state hierarchy in recent
years, three different streams of thinking have been
identified in the Indian strategic discourse: Nehruvianism,
neoliberalism and hyper-realism. It is not entirely clear
if these three ‘schools’ of Indian strategic thinking can
generate long-term direction for the country. Indian
grand strategy continues to be marked by its absence.

Since foreign policy issues do not tend to win votes,
there is little incentive for political parties to devote
serious attention to them and the result is ad hoc
responses to various crises as they emerge. It is possible
that with faster economic growth and increased
interaction with the international community, Indian
strategic culture will undergo a change in the coming
years. If the past is any guide, then this process might
take much longer than expected.
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Introduction: knocking on the door

Power in the international system has always
remained concentrated in a select few hands instead of
being equally or equitably distributed among all its
constituent actors. While the normative domain of
International Relations (IR) terminology contains
concepts like equality of all sovereign nation-states in
terms of status and dignity, the realm of power politics
accepts and promotes hierarchy and vertical positioning
of states within environments likened euphemistically
to totem poles or food chains.

In this world of haves and have-nots, high tables
and low tables, big leagues and small fries, consequential
and trivial, gaining admittance into the sanctum
sanctorum of accepted elite states is an ambition that
several nurture but very few succeed in achieving. The
failure rate is high because of the ultra-competitive
nature of the struggle to rise up the ranks and to be
acknowledged as already ‘arrived’ on the scene.
Aspirants (‘wannabes’) of every era and different levels
of vanity have tried knocking on the door of the hallowed
portals of the Great Powers, but only the most capable
and strategically astute players have crossed the
threshold and remained inside on a sustainable basis.

Thanks to IR realism theory, the term ‘capabilities’
looms large in any discussion of a state’s chances of
making it into the charmed circle. Without taking stock
of a state’s arsenal of power attributes, i.e. the
component strengths that make it a contender for the
title of a crucial mover and shaker in world affairs, one
cannot rationally assess claims and counter-claims about
who really matters in a given international system. IR
realist scholars have devoted ample space to classifying,
categorizing and measuring states’ core capabilities,
giving us a rich (though incomplete) framework to begin
evaluating countries on the power barometer.

This chapter draws on both IR realist literature as
well as other theoretical camps, to size-up the elements
that constitute the might of one of the most currently
talked-about states in world politics: India. Since the
turn of the century, academics, practitioners and
journalists commenting on the subject of which countries

occupy the power list or are on their way onto it have
tended to progressively give India a customary mention.
The world’s largest democracy has frequently,
somewhat to the consternation of Indians proud of their
liberal political system, also been paired up with the
People’s Republic of China as the ‘other’ big
mentionable Asian success story that must be reckoned
with in international affairs. The fact that both these
Asian giants rode out practically unscathed from the
global economic downturn since 2008 has only increased
attention and focus on India as a special case, and a
leader the power and presence of which are on the
way up. Observers interested in the changing global
power configuration from unipolarity to multipolarity also
regularly cite India as one among a few new centres of
influence that are transforming the structure and
processes of conducting international relations.

What exactly has India done by way of steady
accumulation of different elements of national power
that is causing these bouts of expectation and optimism
about its enhanced importance in the scheme of world
politics? India’s inventory of muscle must be counted
and valued using theoretical measures of power to judge
whether announcements of its indispensability to
international relations in the contemporary age are
premature, overblown or just right. This chapter argues
that India’s hard and soft power attributes have
improved over the last decade, but that it suffers from
internal and external bottlenecks that threaten to leave
it permanently frozen in the ‘not quite there’ category
of aspirants to the annals of Great Powers.

Military underdog to credible deterrent

In IR realist literature and the rulebooks of practical
exponents of realpolitik, a state’s capabilities are
synonymous with its military sinews. To them, all roads
in measuring power attributes lead to military potential
because war is an ever-present reality in a competitive
world with no world government and numerous latent
or active strategic threats. Defence indicators hold the
key to grading a self-interested state’s power for realists,
who envisage an international system that approximates
‘state of nature’ (Thomas Hobbes), where preparation

3. India’s ‘power’ attributes
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for war is the best solution to optimize security and be
respected or feared by other selfish states. To cite IR
neorealism guru John Mearsheimer, ‘I define power
largely in military terms because offensive realism
emphasises that force is the ultima ratio of world
politics’.

Conflictual mapping of the world, where another
state may exploit relatively weak military or national
security systems of one’s own state and either launch
an actual armed attack or engage in long-term
destabilization, remains the hallmark of different variants
of IR realism. Self-help doctrines that reflect IR security
dilemma dynamics therefore insist that there is no short
cut to constant military modernization and improvement
of national security apparatuses to keep pace with or
one step ahead of anticipated or surprise threats. In
grand strategy, a true Great Power should have a strong
and self-sufficient military with adept offensive and
defensive abilities that have wide outreach to project
power and meet political objectives far beyond one’s
own geographic confines.

The former Soviet strongman and instinctive realist,
Joseph Stalin, once famously quipped that the Pope could
hardly gain admission onto the main chess board of
world politics because he lacked large, well-armed,
trained and penetrative military ‘divisions’ under his
command. Indian strategic elites woke up to this truism
in 1962, when thePeople’s Republic of China ambushed
and vanquished the poorly equipped and under-prepared
Indian army in a humiliating border war that Chairman
Mao Zedong likened to a ‘lesson’ in gunpowder politics
to a state he deemed a pushover.6 Since this calamity,
which still rankles in the memories of Indian nationalists,
successive civilian governments and their advisers have
stressed the imperative of continuous military renovation
and upgrading of different segments of India’s national
defence architecture and doctrine. India’s Cold War
closeness to the USSR came in handy since the mid-
1960s for raising the quality of its weapons systems, as
Moscow had geopolitical incentives to offer New Delhi
rupee payment-based ‘sweetheart’ import deals. In a
foreign exchange and cash-strapped developing country
saddled with a socialist ‘Hindu rate of economic growth’
and huge welfare state commitments to social sectors,
the Soviet hand was crucial for India to match the
military expansions in Pakistan and China, the two

traditional continental foes, the relative capabilities of
which were most cautiously watched by India.
Concessionary imports of state-ofthe-art Soviet
weaponry during certain periods of spurts helped New
Delhi assuage domestic critics and pressures about the
foregone opportunity costs in terms of social sector
budgetary allocations. However, the classic ‘guns versus
butter’ dilemma of whether a poor democratic country
could afford to ‘crowd out’ scarce resources to the
military has often dragged down the Indian state’s
commitment to robust defence spending. Prominent
economists and civil society groups have consistently
demanded attention to the ‘social costs of militarism’,
especially in light of very low human development
indices in the country.

A glance at the ebbs and flows in India’s defence
spending in the 1990s shows that the lows correspond
with tight economic conditions, balance of payments
crises and dependence on conditional foreign aid. IR
realists from Hans Morgenthau to Kenneth Waltz have
insisted that a sound and growing economy is essential
to maintaining strong military capability. As long as India
was economically growing at a snail’s speed and
remained a bound elephant, both purchasing power and
domestic production infrastructure in the military sphere
were limited due to pocketbook shortages. The
remarkable surge in the Indian gross domestic product
(GDP) rate since 2003, however, has eased the
pecuniary restrictions somewhat and provided
justification for greater investment in building the military
into a potent 21st-century force befitting India’s self-
image as a future superpower. None the less, despite
media-labelled ‘whopping’ increases in defence spending
over the last several years, India continues to have
relatively moderate military expenditure averaging
around 2% of GDP.  aments from strategists and
longrange planners that such outlays are ‘grossly
inadequate’ and need to be reaching 3.5% of GDP by
20158 do not always find favour among civilian
politicians, who tend to be reactive on national security
needs and are more amenable to opening the purse
immediately after a war or a major terrorist attack.

Electoral compulsions of ruling parties, including
the urge to spend largesse on populist welfare schemes
to win votes, have also held back India from keeping
the defence spending-to-GDP ratio on par with
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undemocratic China or Pakistan. The lobbying power
and valid arguments of the three wings of the Indian
military—army, navy and air force—and of their civilian
counterparts in the Ministry of Defence to increase
allocations for hardware purchases, research and
development, and personnel costs9 does not fully
convince India’s crafty civilian political top brass. The
irony here is that India, which unlike many of its
neighbours in South Asia has remained stubbornly
democratic and free of armed coups d’état, has a civil-
military relations problem when it comes to critical issues
like army pay scales, creating an integrated Chief of
Defence Staff (CDS), decisions about materiel
procurement, etc. Serious lacuna continue to also hinder
the growth of a self-sufficient military industrial complex
in India that integrates civilian politicians, the armed
forces and the private sector. Unlike Great Powers like
the P-5 Permanent Members of the UN Security
Council (China, France, Russia, the USA and the United
Kingdom), India does not have a cutting edge domestic
military manufacturing base of its own. Lack of an
indigenous military technical base has often been
exposed like a sore thumb whenever prestigious models
of combat equipment that were conceived for home-
based production failed to be delivered, under-performed
in battle or underwent cost and time overruns.
Patronage-style politics in awarding contracts only to
parastatals have survived in the touch-menot defence
sector, even though the rest of Indian industry has
enjoyed the benefits of economic liberalization since
1991. The ‘commanding heights’ argument to defend
closure of defence production from competitive private
bidders has come in for criticism from Indian analysts
concerned about over-dependence of the military on
foreign suppliers like Russia, Israel, France, the United
Kingdom and the USA, but to no avail. Huge kickbacks
in opaque defence import deals have created a
permanent vested interest within the Indian bureaucratic
machine for buying weapons rather than encouraging
the rise of transparent domestically made alternatives.As
with other ills that often defeat India’s hope of climbing
the ladder of world power, the glaring inability to establish
a competent local arms industry for use and export can
be blamed on the country’s notorious lack of good
governance, a structural malaise that percolates through
the body politic.

One of the bright spots for which India does get
noticed world-wide for military prowess is its navy, the
value of which as a force multiplier for the country’s
global power projection has risen with foreign policy
shifts of the last two decades. Some Indian policy
specialists have bemoaned the country’s ossified
‘continental mentality’ that is obsessed with meeting
land-based threats, primarily from Pakistan and China,
and have sought strategic reorientation that capitalizes
on the vast oceanic reach of a true world-class blue
water navy. Given that all landed territory on the planet
is demarcated and parcelled out into sovereign
boundaries that are not to be legally trespassed by state
armies, and the extreme sensitivity and zealousness with
which national airspaces are monitored and protected,
the only relatively free spaces in which a state’s military
can stretch far beyond its immediate environs are the
high seas. Extension by means of a navy into ‘out of
area’ waters has been an old strategy of empires world-
wide, including the medieval-era south Indian Cholas
who spread their vast political influence from Sri Lanka
to Indonesia, Cambodia and Viet Nam through advanced
naval formations.

It is these very South-East Asian pastures that
were rediscovered by New Delhi in the 1990s as
valuable for furthering India’s trade and strategic
interests. Dubbed the ‘Look East’ policy, India entered
into sustained involvement in building military and
economic agreements with South-East Asian countries
with an implicit objective of acting as a strategic
counterweight to a menacingly powerful China. The
Indian Navy is central to this policy and has been
deployed for joint exercises and patrols along with
likeminded partner states in the South China Sea, which
have a host of island disputes with China and are nervous
about becoming subservient to the dragon. India’s navy
was also a principal in five-nation exercises in the Bay
of Bengal between 2007 and 2009 that included
participation from the navies of Japan, Australia and
the USA, which were also eager to balance the rising
Chinese sphere of influence in South-East and East
Asia. On the westward horizon, too, India’s navy
grabbed world attention in the last few years by
dispatching naval ships to the Gulf of Aden off Yemen
and Somalia to try and help rein-in the international
scourge of piracy through strong-arm methods. How
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successfully India’s diplomats and navy can ward off
China’s so-called ‘string of pearls’ strategy of building
naval bases in and around the Indian Ocean will be
another theatre that will be closely scrutinized as a mark
of Great Power-like behaviour.

India’s de facto nuclear weapons power status
since 1998 is another factor that has earned it grudging
recognition as a major player in international relations.
By shedding a decades-long ambiguous closet nuclear
power position and testing atomic devices, India crossed
a Rubicon and stoically endured Western sanctions,
Pakistani tit-for-tat tests and Chinese condemnation.
With a reported arsenal of 60 to 70 nuclear warheads
and a capacity to build bombs with yields of up to 200
kilotons, India has managed to raise hackles both in
Islamabad and Beijing for steadfastly pursuing a burning
‘desire to become a world power’.15 Admittedly,
possession of nuclear weapons has not shielded India
from sub-threshold war with Pakistan in 1999 or a
barrage of non-conventional terrorist threats from
Islamist jihadist outfits. The psychological impact of a
New Delhi that keeps and updates a credible nuclear
deterrent, including a retaliatory strike capability
deliverable from a ‘triad’ of land-, air- and sea-based
platforms, is bound to dissuade the conventionally
superior Chinese military in the context of a long drawn-
out border dispute and intense strategic competition
between the two Asian colossi. To preserve moving
goalposts of deterrence, New Delhi has resisted US
calls to sign the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty by
forwarding the precondition of Beijing and Washington
inking the dotted line first. Whether India can convert
its nuclear weapons capability into concrete security
and political gains in the international arena remains a
key subject area of interest in the coming decades.

Neither Hans Morgenthau’s ‘elements of national
power’, nor Kenneth Waltz’s ‘determinants of state
capabilities’ were compiled during times when terrorism
by state-backed or independent violent non-state actors
had become a national security nightmare in the West.
India’s self-description as one of the world’s longest
suffering victims of cross-border terrorism emanating
from Pakistan (and secondarily, Bangladesh)
necessitates evaluation of counter-terrorism capacity
as an integral ingredient of its overall military power.
Securing India’s disputed borders with antagonistic

neighbour Pakistan has been an ordeal in peacetime
since independence because of the latter’s resort to
non-regular Islamist mujahideen (holy warriors)
infiltrators who are ideologically zealous about ‘freeing’
Kashmir and are unafraid of death.16 India’s armed
forces and paramilitaries have, over time, learnt lessons
and managed to stem the flow and movement of jihadists
from Pakistan-controlled Kashmir into the Indian-
controlled part, but not a year goes by without fresh
reports of successful ingress and brutal slayings of
innocent civilians by terrorists who sneak into Indian
territory, often under cover of artillery shelling by the
regular Pakistani army. While the defensive shield
against Pakistani jihadists are being beefed-up,
especially since the completion of a protective fence
along the border in Kashmir and efforts to improve
domestic policing, India’s counter-offensive capability
to deter terrorist outfits based in Pakistan has not
materialized at all. While there is no dearth of Indian
intelligence penetration in Pakistani society and the state
apparatus, India has displayed a frustrating incapacity
to plant moles inside, sabotage or assassinate key figures
in Pakistan’s state-backed Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) and
Jaish-e-Muhammad (JeM) conglomerates. Although an
Indian military head claimed after a deadly Pakistan-
abetted terrorist attack in early 2002 that his forces had
concrete information of training camps and hideouts of
Pakistani jihadist groups on Pakistani soil, and could
destroy them with a barrage of missiles or aerial
bombardment if they got the political green light, no
concrete action has been undertaken to raise the costs
of jihad. After the outrage caused by the Mumbai terror
attacks of December 2008 and demands for prompt
retaliation, this option of covert, plausibly deniable and
targeted anti-terror strikes was again spoken about in
strategic circles, but nothing seems to have come of it.
India habitually wrings its hands that wanted terrorist
ringleaders roam about freely in Pakistan (and to a lesser
extent in Bangladesh and Nepal) with state cover and
patronage, but this does not succeed in changing the
behaviour of nettlesome neighbours. In this context, it
is doubtful whether an Indian state ‘that is repeatedly
defenceless against the infiltration and impunity of
religious zealots from across its border [can] be
considered a Great Power’.  A ‘flabby state’ that keeps
muddling through with routine  intelligence and security
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failures and presents itself like a sitting duck for terrorists
to raid and destroy at will is not going to be taken
seriously in its own backyard, not to mention on the
wider world stage.

One of the ironies of India’s external image as an
Information Technology superpower is that it has been
subjected to several waves of cyber attacks by
‘hacktivists’ from Pakistan and China, who intend to
wage a propaganda war, spy on sensitive diplomatic
data and disrupt the communication infrastructure. This
author was informed by senior Indian intelligence
officials in charge of cyber-defence and counter-attack
operations that China is by far the most sophisticated
threat in this realm and that Beijing is further ahead in
the game than New Delhi. On numerous occasions in
the past few years, hackers traceable to mainland China
have managed to breach the information systems of
India’s elite governmental circles, including the Ministry
of External Affairs, the Office of the National Security
Adviser and the Prime Minister’s Office. China’s lead
in this powerful new capability is owing to an
uncharacteristically liberal environment fostered by the
communist authorities for strategically minded cyber-
criminals to set up base and operate on the world-wide
web without fear of repercussions. India was relatively
slower to start down this path, due to inbuilt techno-
illiteracy and the wariness of ageing bureaucrats who
man the national security structure, as well as turf battles
among different ministries over which agency should
be leading the cyber-war programme. An infusion of
young blood, however, especially from among the brainy
IT ‘whiz kids’ in the country’s private sector, has begun
to raise the level of India’s capability to thwart Chinese
and other cyber attackers from wreaking havoc. The
realization that 21st-century warfare will rely greatly
on information domination has grown in Indian strategic
thinking, and plenty of budgetary resources have been
placed at the command of the country’s cyber sentinels
to tap into the nation’s vast pool of talented computer
engineers and ‘netizens’ for intercepting threats and also
turning them on the perpetrators.

The unbound elephant

Economic growth and vitality are universally
viewed as quintessential power attributes of a state,
and underpin the Manmohan Doctrine on Indian foreign

policy. IR realist scholars from Morgenthau and Waltz
up to Mearsheimer accord prime place to economic
factors in measuring the total power of states, because
a bouncing and competitive economy can devote more
resources to the defence sector and convert healthy
GDP into relatively greater military might. IR liberal
figures like Robert Keohane concur with IR realists on
this point and emphasize that ‘economic strength is
ultimately the basis for economic and military power’.24
The economy has also been the central explanatory
variable for the genre of ‘declinism’ (Samuel
Huntington, Paul Kennedy) in IR, which attempts to
identify general theoretical laws for the rise and fall of
Great Powers throughout history. The collective wisdom
of rationalist IR traditions is also shared by the mass
media and popular perceptions that a rising or
accomplished Great Power can be identified by its
inherent economic dynamism, productivity, and ability
to keep growing in size and quality. Much of the
commentary about the increasing power of the BRIC
countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China) and the
concomitant decline of the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries
stems from the former’s increasing share in the world
economy and the latter’s stagnation and recessionary
crises that seem to be structurally incorrigible.

India itself began to be re-evaluated in much of
global consciousness as a powerful state only after it
entered a higher economic growth trajectory of over
8% per annum since 2003, touching 10.1% in the third
quarter of 2006.26 To be spoken of in the same league
as China,

India had to raise and then sustain GDP growth at
such a fast rate. That has been achieved due to a
combination of two phases of liberalization of state
controls on the economy, inflow of vast amounts of
foreign investment, and exposure of Indian producers
to foreign competition. A surge in the manufacturing
sector and continued expansion in the service sectors
(finance, insurance, real estate, telecoms, software and
IT-enabled services) have underpinned the post-2003
boom, which slowed during the initial shock of the global
financial crisis in 2008–09, but recovered during 2009–
10 to reach 7.4% for the whole year, having accelerated
still further back up to 8.8% in the second quarter of
2010. Because domestic consumption drove the bulk
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of the Indian economy, most of its sectors succeeded in
weathering the post-2008 global contagion of steep falls
in foreign consumer demand and loss of export markets.

Economists are bullish about India’s long-term
prospects because it is widely perceived to possess the
appropriate ‘fundamentals’. For instance, researchers
at Credit Suisse reckon that the country’s ‘favourable
demographics, a low urbanization rate and still rising
savings and investment rates’, will ensure that ‘capital
stock (machinery, physical infrastructure etc), labour
and their productivity, will grow rapidly over the next
decade, sustaining high real GDP growth rates’.
Population profile is, in particular, propitious for the
Indian economy because the country’s dependency ratio
(proportion of non-working to working people) is likely
to fall further, triggering a virtuous cycle of even higher
domestic savings, capital accumulation and investment.
With an ageing population, China’s economic growth is
predicted to slow down by 2020, while India ‘will be
the locomotive of the future […] until the middle of this
century’.

Yet, it is clear that simply enjoying a preponderance
of young, productive workers in the labour force does
not automatically generate positives unless India goes
into public policy overdrive to train and equip its teeming
millions with skills. Skills shortfalls in the vocational and
technical spheres have been described as an ugly
‘underbelly of India’s demographic dividend’, with as
many as 80% of workers lacking the qualities consistent
with job market requirements. While India gets praised
for highly qualified human capital in the applied sciences
like medicine and engineering, the supply of skilled
manpower still falls short of the demands of what is
touted as the second fastest growing economy in the
world. Massive private and public investment in the
education system and reorienting its basics are
imperatives for upgrading young Indians’ skill sets and
increasing their productivity. The yield-per-worker
stands to gain impressively if various government- and
industry-proposed reforms to give education a practical
tinge are effectively implemented.

The other big lacuna that holds India’s economy
back is the substandard condition of its infrastructure,
which raises the costs of economic transactions, and
lowers efficiency and profitability. India’s roads, bridges,

airports, seaports, electricity grids and clean water
utilities are chronically under-supplied, deficient,
crumbling or outright non-existent, especially in rural
areas. Economist Jagdish Bhagwati has calculated that
GDP growth could easily go two percentage points higher
if the country built up ‘decent roads, railways and
power’. Chronic paucity of electricity is a blight that
brooks no short-term solution because of surging
demand, depleting coal resources and limited hydro-
electric power potential. The much-touted India- US
civilian nuclear deal was sold by the Manmohan Singh
Government as one of the solutions to power shortages,
but nuclear power may well remain only a small speck
in India’s overall energy mix for decades to come.
Unless terms for private investment in the infrastructure
sector are made more lucrative, the gap between
aspiration to world-class amenities and the moribund
reality will keep haunting India’s self-image as an
emerging powerhouse.

Unlike China, which has taken long strides in recent
years by investing in alternative fuels that are green-
tinted, India seems to remain in the familiar territory of
failing to fully grasp future trends and then having to
play catch-up with global leaders. China has moved from
sixth (2007) and fourth (2008) to second (2009) in an
Ernst & Young ranking of countries for attractiveness
for investment in renewable energy, while India fell to
fourth position (2009) from a high of third (2008).
Competition for investing early in green technologies is
tight and India is not doing badly, but it remains to be
seen if its relatively weaker industrial base compared
with China will in the long run also leave India behind in
the capacity to produce for its own domestic energy
needs and to export Indian innovations world-wide. It
is possible that China’s ‘Green Leap Forward’ will
outdistance India by a wide margin, just as it has done
in the overall economic growth race.

India has been held up by liberals as a shining
counter-example to the ‘Asian values’ theory of former
Singaporean strongman Lee Kuan Yew that
authoritarian political systems and social values facilitate
rapid economic growth. India’s spectacular economic
achievements since 2003, in spite of a resilient and
contentious democracy, reconfirm the country’s
exceptional status as an outlier that does not neatly fit
positivist social science explanations. Yet, the
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compulsions of electoral politics in a hard-fought
democracy have sometimes held back necessary
market-based economic reforms which could have set
the growth rate at a gallop. Inflexible labour laws, high
fiscal deficits due to large agrarian subsidies, and
resistance to privatization of public-sector firms have
been identified by scholars as hurdles to speeding up
economic growth that remain unaddressed due to their
political sensitivity and short-term vote-loss ramifications
for India’s elected representatives. One exponent of
quickening the pace of economic reforms commented
nearly a decade ago that ‘too much democracy and not
enough capitalism’, and ‘placing politics before
economics’ were two big obstacles to unleashing the
full potential of India’s economic capabilities.
Tremendous social churning, redistributive impulses and
opportunities presented by the ballot box are indeed
paradoxically the causes of India’s stable polity and
imperfect economy. Since coalition politics, where no
single party is capable of forming governments at the
central level on its own, has become a permanent feature
on the Indian scene, demands for ‘liberalizing with a
human face’ and protecting uncompetitive sectors of
the economy to avoid painful adjustment costs will act
as speed breakers on the growth rate until long-term
shifts occur in the class structure of Indian society itself.

One actionable growth-catalysing strategy that is
not structurally precluded by domestic political
compulsions is the execution of creative foreign
economic diplomacy, an arena in which India has been
found to be relatively wanting. New Delhi has always
maintained friendly relations with oil-rich Arab countries
in the Middle East and taken a pro-Palestinian stand in
the Arab–Israeli conflict because of its heavy
dependence on remittances and imported petroleum
products from that region. Newer energy fountainheads
emerged in recent decades in Africa, Central Asia and
Latin America, though, demanding a focused effort on
India’s part to approach these hitherto neglected regions
with the right mix of economic incentives and
geostrategic selling points. ‘Energy security’ became a
buzz phrase as the Indian economy grew, but the alacrity
and thoroughness with which one had to make a timely
entry in targeted markets to lock in assured supplies of
hydrocarbons was missing. By the time the Indian
Government had appointed an Advisory Committee on

Oil Diplomacy for Energy Security in late 2004, China
had already zeroed-in on African oil giants like Angola
and Nigeria with the full might of bilateral foreign aid
and infrastructure-building promises as cushion for
Chinese petroleum majors to go on acquiring exclusive
extraction rights and reserving oil blocks at a dizzying
rate. In 2007 Beijing formed a giant sovereign wealth
fund, the China Investment Corporation (CIC), to help
state-run companies aggressively acquire oil, coal and
metal assets abroad. India was again late in discovering
the benefits of this public-private partnership model to
enhance its economic footprint and secure assured
energy channels. It was only in March 2010 that the
Ministry of Petroleum floated the idea of a sovereign
fund by setting aside part of India’s US $254,000m. in
foreign exchange reserves to assist Indian energy
majors ‘take on competition from their Chinese
counterparts’. The spectacle of India losing bids to China
or not even figuring in competition for energy rights in
countries as far ranging as Iran and Kazakhstan to
Argentina is a dampener for economic expansion and a
reality check of how far-reaching New Delhi’s global
ambit is. In 2003 former banker Percy Mistry wrote
that economic diplomacy was ‘becoming a much more
important plank in overall foreign policy than countries
like India (and their rigid bureaucratic and ignorant
political establishments) have as yet recognised, although
countries like China have done so some time ago’. That
gap in alertness to seizing economic opportunities at
the international level with savoir faire still persists
between India and China and accentuates the latter’s
lead in striking deals for a flurry of regional/preferential
trading agreements and market-opening opportunities
for Chinese corporations.

Lovable Asian hulk?

Of the categories of power that adds up to the
collective national strength of a state, soft power has
received increasing attention ever since the liberal
scholar Joseph Nye invented the concept in 1990. The
ability of a state to influence and lead other states
through attraction and good will has been central to the
hegemony of the USA in the post-Second World War
and post-Cold War eras. The belief that the USA and
its socio-economic institutions, like Wall Street and
Hollywood, worked not only for their own interests but
in the general interests of world order by spreading
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public good like security, free markets and universal
entertainment, underpinned US global leadership until
the disastrous ‘war on terrorism’ and the collapse of
the financial sector. The noticeable fall in favourability
ratings of the USA in international public opinion over
the last decade, the decade of President George W.
Bush, was a critical factor in ending the unipolar moment
since 1991 and taking the world towards multipolarity.
If the traditional analysis of the waxing and waning of
dominant states is overloaded with hard power variables
like military and economic strength, the media- and
opinion-saturated information age is bound to elevate
the importance of soft power in the overall power
calculations for any state.

India began its journey as a self-determining state
in 1947 with a soft power bang that faded away after
its greatest exponent, the country’s first Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru, died in 1964. In the Nehru years,
India was a pygmy in hard power indices, but a giant in
soft power, in which Indian foreign policy was global in
scope and based on universally appealing concepts such
as peaceful co-existence and distributional equity in the
world economy. The number of diplomatic forays Nehru
made into distant conflicts around the world was dizzying
and brought instant liking and recognition for India as a
responsible Asian country that was trying to solve global
problems. However, a narrowing of India’s domain of
foreign policy interest due to generational change in
political leadership and the harsh realities of war with
China and Pakistan reduced the country’s soft power
range and limited it, at best, to the status of a South
Asian hegemon. Ironically, even as India practically
disappeared as an actor with influence in far-flung
regions of the Global South like Africa and Latin
America by the turn of the century, it began to improve
its hard power attributes by logging higher economic
growth and military prowess. Counter-factually, if only
India’s current leadership and strategic elite corps had
the global vision of a Nehru, they could work wonders
for the country’s image and reputation because they sit
atop ever-accumulating hard power of which Nehru
could only dream. The attitudinal change required in
India’s foreign policy bureaucracy to reorient itself and
redefine India’s sphere of interest in global rather than
regional or continental proportions has not yet occurred,

however. The status quo is riddled with an obsession
for happenings in the immediate neighbourhood, neglect
of political developments in geographically distant parts
of the world and their potential impact on India’s
fundamental long-term projected foreign policy
ambitions. A paucity of endogenous knowledge
accumulation in IR theory and application in Indian
academia and policy-making has also condemned the
strategic discourse in the country to be a mere recipient
of new thinking about statecraft from overseas rather
than producing its own recognizable brand of action in
world politics that could be admired or emulated by
others. Unlike China, for instance, which has coined
the catchy phrase ‘peaceful rise’ to portray its own
ascent in international power standings and has built a
coherent literature and narrative to go with it, India finds
itself intellectually handicapped in confecting long-term
foreign policy planning mantras that would set it apart
as a desirable state the upward mobility of which is
mostly welcomed, not feared.

India has bristled in recent years at being depicted as a
spoiler state on keystone issues underpinning the
international system such as nuclear non-proliferation,
climate change and multilateral trade, but an image
problem has persisted that India is a country that flouts
global norms and acts exclusively for narrow self-
interest. To an extent, India can claim to be victim of a
vilification campaign by Western media houses that are
unable to digest the ongoing power shift to Asia, but the
country’s rulers have not given enough thought to
branding India’s foreign policy and unique domestic
social attributes like pluralism, democracy and tolerance
to the level that authoritarian China has done through
its masterful ‘charm offensive’. India has not leveraged
its core strength, its vast pool of English-speaking
mathematics, engineering and medical graduates, to
good effect when they could easily spearhead the
country’s overseas aid missions and earn much-needed
international empathy. India’s vibrant cultural exports
like Bollywood films, yoga, spirituality and the
Kamasutra definitely count in slowly rebuilding its soft
power points tally, but there does not appear to be a
methodical plan co-ordinating state and civil society to
purposefully expand them on a global scale in the way
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China has managed through its burgeoning Confucius
Institutes. Better utilization of the country’s finest minds
for public relations and diplomacy overseas remains one
of the many items in India’s overflowing ‘to do’ list.

Conclusions

In 2003 the nuclear specialist George Perkovich
concluded on the basis of an itemized checklist that
India, ‘must make great strides before it can attain
significant power over other states and thus in the
international system at large’.44 Since that time, the
Indian economy has been a flag bearer for the national
quest to be accepted as a genuine Great Power.
Economic growth remains India’s main claim for entry
into the hallowed portals of influential states, and this
attribute is likely to keep impressing itself on the rest of
the world with even bigger voice in decades to come.
Should infrastructure revamping and skilling of the
population succeed, the sky’s the limit for India’s
entrepreneurial energies, as outlined in former President
Abdul Kalam’s writings.45 Simultaneous enhancements
are warranted for India’s soft power, which can be
augmented by harnessing the country’s talented sections
of the labour force and introducing an element of

creativity, flexibility and global vision into foreign policy.
India’s military has a silver lining, but will have to
undergo revolutionary upgrade in capacity and
sharpness before becoming a compelling force that
advances strategic goals and has systemic impact on
international peace and security. The dreadful epithet
of a ‘soft state’ that cannot determine its own security
environment and is always at the mercy of external
powers is a burdensome one that India has borne
shamefacedly without attempting to forcefully shake it
off. Movement in a direction where India bends the
international system to suit its preferences is still not on
the horizon. This is, of course, also dependent on the
relative power of other states, but if one accepts the
realist picturization of a self-help world where each state
builds its own capacity to the maximum and hopes that
its accumulation of power proves sufficient, India has
to pull up its socks in the different realms of practice
and policy outlined in this essay and there is still some
way to go. To recall the historic mission outlined by
Kautilya, the ancient Indian advocate of realpolitik,
‘always endeavour to augment power and elevate
happiness’.
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Introduction

After experiencing relatively slow and erratic
economic growth for most of its post-independence
history, India has now grabbed the attention of the world
with its rapid rise over the past two decades. When its
economic growth is combined with its size, its critically
important location and its self-perception as the ‘natural
hegemon’ of South Asia (and indeed the Indian Ocean
for India’s maritime exponents), India’s geopolitical and
strategic importance within regional and global politics
appears to be moving on a steep upward trajectory.

Here, ‘geopolitics’ uses Kristof’s sense of
‘strategic writings’ (like India’s 2007 Maritime Military
Strategy), in which ‘the element of space, the distribution
of raw materials and populations, strategic routes, and
other similar factors of national power potential and
military strength are taken into consideration and
evaluated in terms of certain known political objectives’.
Examination here of the geopolitics of India thus focuses
on the strategic incorporation of territorial and maritime
interests and resources into its foreign policy, as well as
a consideration of the implications of India’s rise and
expansion with respect to the strategic interests of other
significant actors that geographically interact and impinge
on India’s political horizons. An important wider trend
to note is the increasing importance of regional systems
(the Regional Security Complex—RSC) as venues
within which many of the most critical security dynamics
operate, and within which are located the most pressing
securitized issues for most members of the international
system.

In this chapter, we address the territorially based
interests upon which India is focused both within its
own borders as well as with regard to the South Asian
RSC. After a brief general discussion about its strategic
relationship with its own RSC, we consider two
specifically geopolitical issue areas that are relevant to
India’s strategic position within South Asia and beyond,
namely the relevance of India’s internal separatist
movements and territorial disputes with neighbouring
states. Second, we explore the expansion of India’s
power and strategic interests beyond South Asia,

focusing on its increasing strategic interest and ‘footprint’
within the Indian Ocean littoral. It is in this area that
India has the most salience as an emerging power, and
in which its strategic interests are coming into direct
contact with those of external Great Powers. In any
drive to make the Indian subcontinent India’s continent,
and to shape the Indian Ocean as India’s Ocean,
geopolitics are involved.

Indian geopolitics within South Asia

India as a regional power

The strategic interactions and security concerns
of the vast majority of states are focused upon their
immediate neighbourhoods. This is true for small and
Great Powers alike, and is the result of a decidedly
geographical factor: distance. In the first place, power
degrades as distance increases. The capacity of most
state and non-state actors to project capabilities is most
pronounced within close range. In the second place,
most security threats emerge from proximate areas.
This is particularly true with regard to those threats
dealing directly with geography, such as territorial or
water disputes. Thus, space matters, and particularly
with respect to geopolitics.

Our contention is that the South Asian region
reflects a unipolar system in which no other member
comes close to possessing the power capabilities of
India. Further, India perceives itself to be the natural
and de facto ‘hegemon’ within the Indian subcontinent.
Nevertheless, India has not behaved as a regional power,
for it has not consistently, effectively, or comprehensively
played a role in developing a means through which
regional security problems are prepared for and
addressed within South Asia. Nor has it consistently,
effectively, or comprehensively been able to manage
security problems that have arisen within the region—
even those which directly affect its own geopolitical
interests and which it has attempted to manage. Finally,
it has been unable, in spite of a clear desire to do so, to
deflect external Great Powers from significant
interventions in its region.

We can now focus on two specific issue areas
that are reflective of these contentions, and which

4. Geopolitics for India
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directly relate to geopolitics: India’s internal militant
movements and border disputes. They represent but do
not exhaust the areas in which India lacks command of
its region. This broader issue is connected to the
geopolitics of India, though in the sense that it not only
deals in many cases with geographically related strategic
issues, but it also calls into question the capacity and/or
willingness of India to effectively project its power across
a space that is the most proximate and in which it has
no peer. If it does not or cannot effectively do this within
the South Asian confines, the merit of its claim to be a
Great Power is called into question.

Internal militant movements

The first critical overlap between geography and
politics that can be considered is the integrity of the
Indian state itself. Not only does this involve a link
between geography and politics at the most fundamental
level, but the resolution of India’s internal geopolitical
problems is to a large extent a prerequisite for its
capacity to effectively project its influence across still
greater distances. In the Indian case, this integrity
involves the maintenance of the existing sovereign
borders, the capacity of the government to project order
and govern within these borders, and arguably the
maintenance of the nation’s government as one that
operates according to a democratic system. None of
these criteria are firmly secure. Harsh Pant argues that
‘India is witnessing a gradual collapse in the authority
of the state. From left-wing extremism to rightwing
religious fundamentalism, the nation is facing multiple
challenges that threaten to derail the story of a rising
India’.

Internal insurgencies might not typically be
considered central to an exploration of geopolitics; they
do not seem to reflect examples of the sort of strategic
thinking that was identified above as being representative
of geopolitics. However, overlooking these internal
challenges  within such a chapter on geopolitics would
be a mistake for at least three reasons. First, the
consolidation of control within the state’s borders is
essentially related to the connection between geography
and politics, and the effective projection of power.
Second, the relationship between some insurgency and
terrorist groups within India to other states (notably
Pakistan and Bangladesh) points to a connection

between internal struggles and India’s efforts to project
power and pursue broader strategies outside of its
borders. Finally, the potential for these challenges to
undermine India’s sustained growth is intimately related
to India’s interest in being recognized as a Great Power
in and outside its region.

While India’s enormous Muslim population (the
second largest in the world) long remained largely
uninvolved in transnational terrorism, this has not recently
been the case. Rather, Indian Muslims have become
active in terrorist organizations, and India has become
a central target of terrorist attacks. Groups such as the
Indian mujahideen (IM), the Indian Security Force—
Indian mujahideen (ISF-IM), and the Students’ Islamic
Movement of India (SIMI) have claimed responsibility
for numerous attacks in recent years. This increasing
internal activity presents a threat to each of the above
criteria for maintenance of state integrity. Further, the
radicalization of these groups is coinciding and associated
with the rise of radical right-wing Hindu groups, as well
as the undermining of certain bedrock principles of
Indian democracy, such as tolerance, dissent and limits
on government action.

It would be a mistake to contend, however, that
the internal threat to India’s integrity and ascent toward
Great Power status is limited to Islamist terrorist groups.
India also confronts a number of separatist groups, as
well as Maoist (referred to as Naxalite) insurgencies.
The most notable examples of recent separatist conflicts
within India have been within the north-eastern states
of Manipur and Assam, where various groups within
these territories wish to establish independent
homelands based upon tribal and ethnic identity. The
insurgency campaigns by the United Liberation Front
of Assam (ULFA) and the National Socialist Council
of Nagaland (NSCN) have led to 20,000 fatalities since
the mid-1980s. The ULFA, in particular, has been the
beneficiary of financial and military support from
Bangladeshi and Pakistani intelligence agencies. While
there has been a relatively high level of violence in recent
years associated with these conflicts, there is hope of
progress. For instance, a formal cease-fire has been
put into place with the National Democratic Front of
Bodoland (NDFB). Additionally, several top leaders of
the ULFA were arrested in Dhaka in 2009. This resulted
from the co-operative efforts of the Indian and
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Bangladeshi Governments, indicating a shift in the
orientation of Bangladesh towards its previous support
for such movements. Finally, there was a slight decrease
in the fatality rates in 2008–09 in these conflicts, adding
a degree of optimism.

The same cannot be said with regard to the
ideologically motivated Naxalite movement, which has
been expanding in recent years. Since the two largest
Maoist factions (the People’s War Group and the Maoist
Communist Centre) merged in 2004, they have rapidly
extended their influence and operations into the very
heartland of India. In 2006 Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh called it the ‘single biggest internal-security
challenge’ that India has faced. While roughly 700,000
Indian troops are stationed in Kashmir, the police and
military forces deployed to counter this growing Naxalite
insurgency are surprisingly low. A ‘dismal security
presence in states of the so-called red corridor, which
stretches from the Deccan Plateau to the Himalayan
foothills’, is shown whereby ‘in Bihar, there are 54 police
officers for every 100 square kilometers, compared to
31 in Jharkand, and 17 in Chattisgargh. It’s far worse in
Bastar, where less than four policemen are on the ground
for every 100 square kilometers, probably half being
teenage irregulars’. Such deployments indicate a lack
of prioritization and/or recognition on the part of the
Indian Government of the scale of the threat.

Border disputes with neighbouring states

The second principle geopolitical issue that is
explored with regard to India, and which continues our
extension outwards from India’s centre, is the existence
of several disputed border areas with neighbouring
states. While India has problematic border issues with
Bangladesh, Nepal and Myanmar, the focus here will
be specifically on the long-standing Sino–Indian border
dispute and the Kashmir conflict with Pakistan, as in
terms of their impact upon its broader strategic interests,
these geopolitical conflicts are of paramount importance.

In 1962 India experienced a decisive defeat by
the Chinese military over the disputed territory that stands
between India and Tibet. The legacy of the war is of
importance to Indian geopolitics in several ways. First,
it represents an explicitly geographical conflict over the
location of the dividing line between the two states:
geopolitics of the most obvious order. As the Minister

of External Affairs (2004–06), Shyam Saran, put it:
‘geopolitical reality’ was in play ‘where the interests of
both India and China intersect. It is said that the logic
of geography is unrelenting. Proximity is the most
difficult and testing among diplomatic challenges a
country faces. To those who harbour any skepticism
about this fact, it would suffice to remind that we share
one of the longest [and most disputed] land borders in
the world with China.’ Second, the mistrust of the
People’s Republic of China and widely held perception
of its aggressive intentions generates a sense of fear in
India, which underlies the rivalry between the two Asian
giants. Given the size of these two states and their
potential for strategic competition over the longer term,
this is arguably the more important of the two border
conflicts focused on here. Third, this experience and
India’s perception of China’s aggressive intentions
provided the rhetorical basis for its 1998 detonation of
a nuclear weapon. Fourth, the advantageous position
that China holds along the border forms a critical
component in its strategy of encircling India.

With respect to the first point, the Sino–Indian
territorial dispute, Shyam Saran’s ‘logic of geography’
revolves primarily around two areas: Assam Himalaya
and Aksai Chin. The former was designated Indian
territory according to the McMahon Line that was
agreed at the Simla Conference of 1913–14 by British
and Tibetan officials. China’s position since has been
that Tibet, in spite of its four decades of de facto
independence, was in no position to make such a deal,
since given China’s suzerainty, only the Chinese
Government could make such an agreement. When the
independent Government of India took power, it
interpreted the territorial boundaries delineated under
the Simla Agreement rather broadly, including the area
of Aksai Chin located to the north. The Chinese position
since the 1950s has been that it would likely accept the
territory demarcated by the McMahon Line (and
encompassing the Indian state of Arunachal Pradesh)
through diplomatic negotiations if India were willing to
cede its claims to Aksai Chin.

The disputes over these territories, and the lack of
willingness by the two sides to arrive at a diplomatic
resolution, led to their 1962 war. While China
immediately withdrew from most of the territory it
occupied in Arunachal Pradesh, it did not withdraw from
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14,000 square miles of territory in Aksai Chin. Neither
side has accepted the validity of the areas of control by
the other since this time, leading to intermittent
skirmishes. The most promising marks of progress
occurred during the 1990s when two confidence-building
agreements were signed: The Agreement on
Maintaining Peace and Tranquillity in the Border Areas
along the Line of Actual Control (1993) and the
Agreement on Confidence-Building Measures in the
Military Field along the Line of Actual Control in the
India-China Border (1996). Amicable language was also
contained in their Joint Declaration on Principles for
Relations and Comprehensive Cooperation (2003), and
Prime Minister Singh’s and Premier Wen Jiabao’s A
Shared Vision for the Twenty-First Century (2008).
However, these statements have not been accompanied
by  any substantive negotiations or any sovereignty
agreements. Moreover, the disputed Himalayan region
was the scene of increasing tension between 2008 and
2009, including infrastructure races, heightened military
deployments, base renewals and ‘incursion’ incidents.
The Sino–Indian border remains actively disputed and
represents a direct geographic challenge for Indian
foreign policy-makers.

Second, the overwhelming defeat at the hands of
the Chinese had a long-lasting impact on Indian
‘perceptions’ of its northern neighbour, with, of course,
perceptions being the stamping ground of International
Relations (IR) constructivism. There is a common
perception that the war resulted from unprovoked
Chinese actions and came as a surprise to Prime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru. While the veracity of this
narrative has been called into question, its internalization
by Indian society and its impact on Indian views is
unmistakable. Koch elaborates on this point:

The scar on India’s national psyche left by the
1962 defeat cannot be underestimated. There is a
legacy of humiliation and grievance that remains
a central component of Indian thinking about China.
As a result, the notion has crystallized within India
that the only language China understands and
respects is one based on national strength. One of
the most important lessons that India drew from
the border conflict was that it would be extremely
damaging for India to let down its guard. India
assumes that while Pakistan represents the more

immediate short-term threat, only China possesses
the ability to threaten Indian vital interests.

The 1962 war shapes India’s view both in terms
of its inability to prevent China’s external penetration
of its own sphere, and how the relationship is likely to
develop at the broader Indian Ocean and global level.

The third geopolitical legacy of the 1962 war is
related. On 11 and 13 May 1998 India openly became a
nuclear weapons state by the successful detonation of
five nuclear devices.  While the immediate attention of
the international community focused on the implications
of this move for the Indian–Pakistani rivalry
(particularly given Pakistan’s own nuclear tests on 28
and 30 May 1998), New Delhi argued that the move
was more a response to the security threat from China.
As India’s Prime Minister explained to the US President:

I have been deeply concerned at the deteriorating
security environment, specially the nuclear
environment, faced by India for some years past.
We have an overt nuclear weapon state on our
borders, a state which committed armed aggression
against India in 1962. Although our relations with
that country have improved in the last decade or
so, an atmosphere of distrust persists mainly due
to the unresolved border problem.

Given the continued dispute over territory, the 1962
experience, the steady rise of both states and the nuclear
capacity of China, it had become strategically important
for India to also become a nuclear power. Such status
would improve its relative strategic position vis-à-vis
China.

The fourth important geopolitical factor in this
border dispute is the advantageous position that China
holds over India along its northern frontier, where
China’s positioning along the border contributes
substantially to its seemingly wider game of
‘encirclement’ of India.22 By maintaining its positions
since 1962, deploying medium-range missile systems in
the area, and significantly developing the highway and
rail lines into Tibet (significantly improving its mobilization
capacity), China is in a stronger position than India.
While the strategy of encirclement is broader than the
Sino–Indian border, this use of the area connects it to
the broader geopolitical relationship between India and
China.
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The second border conflict that we can now
address is the conflict with Pakistan over Kashmir.
Again, there are four primary implications of this conflict
that need to be considered within the overall evaluation
of the geopolitics of India. The first (as with the Sino–
Indian border conflict) is the fact that as a conflict over
territory it is focused on an explicitly geographical
dispute. Second, it is a central conflict within the broader
Indian–Pakistani rivalry, which has both shaped and
limited the strategic potential of India since
independence. Third, given the history, the capacity of
both parties and the relationship of the underlying issue
in Kashmir to other areas, the stakes of the conflict are
exceedingly high. Fourth, the Indian–Pakistani rivalry
is an access point through which the Sino–Indian
relationship plays out, and through which China is seen
as pursuing a strategy of encirclement of India.

The first implication of the Kashmir conflict for
India’s geopolitics is its explicit connection to geography.
Since the accession of the Muslim-majority Kashmir to
India by the Hindu maharajah, Hari Singh, in 1947, the
two states have fought three wars and engaged in
numerous other crises and lower-level skirmishes. While
much of the population of Kashmir seeks secession from
India, allowing this would mean India sacrificing a sizable
piece of territory—something states are generally loath
to do, the more so if it means territory being transferred
to Pakistan. Beyond this, the direct geopolitical
implications of ceding the territory also would be
significant. An independent Kashmir could become a
zone of strategic competition for China, India and
Pakistan. Furthermore, it would mean ceding strategic
control over the rivers that provide both the potential
for much-needed hydro-electric power to India and
access to essential irrigation water for Pakistan. An
independent Kashmir with control over these resources
might mean the undermining of the Indus Water Treaty,
which has guided both states’ access to the six-river
Indus system since its signing in 1969.

This geographical significance mixed with the
identity component of the Kashmir conflict raises the
second implication. In short, this dispute is a central
issue in the broader Indian–Pakistani rivalry. While it is
an error to call it the sole basis for the rivalry, three of
the four wars that have been fought between India and
Pakistan, and most of the battles and crises that have

fallen short of outright war between the two states since
independence, have revolved around Kashmir. In recent
years the situation in Kashmir has stabilized to some
extent, and violence has diminished. Nevertheless, the
lack of resolution of the conflict and its connection to
the broader relationship with Pakistan links it to a rivalry
that occupies a great deal of India’s strategic focus and
limits its ability to broaden its regional and global
influence.

Beyond the fact that this has been a long-term
source of internal instability and a core issue in Indian–
Pakistani rivalry, the stakes of the conflict are also
exceedingly high. The most obvious way in which this
is true is the potential for an Indo–Pakistani conflict to
escalate to use of nuclear weapons. Still, there is another
fundamental issue at stake that also relates to the
geopolitical coherence of the Indian state and its
continued rise as an international power. Those in the
liberal camp within India who call for allowing Kashmir
to gain independence do not adequately consider the
implications of such a precedent for other conflicts. As
Pant  rgues, ‘clearly, no Indian government is in a
position to allow Kashmir’s secession from India for
fear of triggering a new spate of separatist struggles in
the multi-ethnic, multinational nation’.

The final point to be made about the geopolitical
implications of the Kashmir conflict is that it provides
another point through which India’s rivalry with China
operates. Mitra argues that one cannot really understand
the overall Indian–Pakistani rivalry without considering
it to be subsumed within the larger China-India-Pakistan
triad, in which Chinese military and diplomatic support
to Pakistan has been a longstanding feature of regional
security. This Sino-Pakistani relationship provides a
second front along which China’s strategy of encircling
India is implemented. It is through this often proclaimed
‘all-weather friendship’ with Pakistan that China is able
to extend its land threat along the western boundaries
of India, partly through China’s commitment of military
and financial support, but also partly through the
upgrading of the Karakorum Highway, which provides
a corridor for more rapid and effective projection of
Chinese land power. Thus, the Kashmir conflict, and
the broader rivalry between Pakistan and India, is a
critical strategic issue that figures in the geopolitics of
India.
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The extension of Indian geopolitics

India as a Great Power

India’s footprint in world politics is expanding,
particularly so its ‘footprints’ in the Indian Ocean and
its littoral. This expansion of strategic interests and
presence can be seen in two broad ways. The first is in
India’s projection of military and diplomatic influence
into, and indeed beyond, the Indian Ocean area. This
extension places India directly into contact with the
interests and presence of China; consequently, much
of the discussion below focuses on this. However, it is
clearly worth considering how India’s expanding
interests alter its strategic relationships with the USA
and a number of states within the surrounding RSCs.
The second area we examine is India’s effort to deepen
economic interactions with neighbouring regions and to
secure access to critical natural resources, which involve
issues of secure SLOCs (Sea Lines of Communication).
There is clear overlap between this and its politico-
military expansion, but we dedicate a section to
geoeconomics as it has a critical relationship to India’s
ability to sustain economic growth over the long term,
and to fully enter the category of Great Power.

The Indian Ocean and Great Power politics

The extension of India’s strategic posture into the
Indian Ocean littoral creates opportunities and
challenges associated with its increasing contact and
influence across a broader area. As described above,
China appears to be pursuing a policy of encirclement
of India, relying upon its military advantage along the
Sino–Indian border and its ‘all-weather friendship’ with
Pakistan. To the south, China attempts to complete the
circle by sea. Its so-called ‘string of pearls’ strategy is
a three-pronged approach to check US naval power in
the Indian Ocean and to achieve strategic maritime
advantage over India. It is seen as involving the
construction of a series of naval bases/berthing points
along its sea lanes to the Middle East, the improvement
of its diplomacy throughout the Indian Ocean area, and
the rapid attempt to build a ‘blue-water’ navy to project
power effectively.27 In recent years China has notably
increased its presence in the Bay of Bengal and the
Arabian Sea. Chinese and Indian analysts continue to
cite Mahan’s supposed geopolitical comment, ‘Whoever
controls the Indian Ocean, controls Asia. The Indian

Ocean is the gateway to the world’s seven seas. The
destiny of the world in the 21st century will be
determined by the Indian Ocean’. The Indian Ocean
Region (IOR) is becoming an important front in China’s
naval strategy, and India’s presence at the centre creates
a clear challenge with which China must deal.

India also understands the central importance of
the IOR to its own strategic interests, with a Grand
Strategy and strategy leanings that reflect Mahanian-
style tenets of seapower and geopolitics. India’s
response has been to work at developing its diplomacy
throughout the area, building and modernizing its military
capacity, and developing its ability to project power more
effectively. India’s self-proclaimed strategic security
perimeter runs from the choke points of the Strait of
Hormuz to the Strait of Malacca, and from the east
coast of Africa to the west coast of Australia.

In military terms, India has embarked upon a
massive military development programme. Much of this
military development is focused upon projecting power
throughout the Indian Ocean. It includes the addition of
a sea-based leg to its nuclear posture, substantial air
force development (including combat aircraft, Il-78
tanker aircraft for in-air refuelling, and AWACS
systems), and major investment in the expansion of its
surface and submarine naval capacities. Most
significantly, it awaits delivery of the refurbished Kiev-
class Admiral Gorshkov aircraft carrier (renamed INS
Vikramaditya), due in late 2012, and it is building an
indigenous 40,000- ton Vikrant-class aircraft carrier, due
to be launched by the end of 2010 and commissioned
by 2014, a development picked up in China.

India’s official Maritime Military Strategy (2007),
a good example of Kristof’s ‘strategic writings’, which
are a vehicle for geopolitical formulations, show a keen
sense of location and position in play for India in the
Indian Ocean. Its entire chapter 3 was titled ‘The Indian
Ocean and its Geopolitics’, in which ‘whatever happens
in the IOR can affect our national security and is of
interest to us’. At a basic level, it argued that:

India is singularly blessed in terms of maritime
geography. We have unimpeded access to the
Indian Ocean on both our coasts besides two
advantageously located island groups, in the east
and the west, which permit forward deployment.
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The Maritime Military Strategy exploits these
geographical advantages available to India by
adopting an oceanic approach to its strategy, rather
than a coastal one.
India’s own area of ‘primary strategic interest’ was

defined as: a) ‘The Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal’;
b) ‘The choke points leading to and from the Indian
Ocean—principally the Strait of Malacca, the Strait of
Hormuz, the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb and the Cape of
Good Hope’; c) ‘the island countries’; d) ‘the Persian
Gulf’; and e) ‘the principle ISLs [International Shipping
Lanes] crossing the IOR’.  The South China Sea was
designated as a further, though secondary, area of
strategic interest.

India perceives two broad categories of threats to
which it is responding. The first is the increasing
importance of non-traditional threats like terrorism,
weapons proliferation, and piracy. They require that
India increase attention to the effective policing of large
sea areas. The surveillance and projection capacities
that are part of this build-up contribute to India’s ability
to do so. The second threat is the presence of rival
navies. Here, China was flagged as a state engaged in
an ‘ambitious modernisation’ programme to create a
‘blue water’ navy with attendant ‘attempts to gain
strategic toe-hold in the IOR’. The Maritime Strategy
clearly indicates a focus on the extension of Indian
influence by sea, rather than land. It recognizes the
relative strengths that China and India have over one
another, the well-suited geographical position of India
at the heart of critical SLOCs, and the importance that
they play in its continued rise.

The final element of India’s reciprocal strategy of
encirclement of China involves the development of a
base structure throughout the region. The introduction
of two new purely naval deep-sea port facilities on the
south-west coast at Kawar and on the south-east coast
some 50 kilometres south of Visakhapatnam, ‘will enable
Indian power to be felt further around the Indian Ocean,
and thereby enable India to more easily cut China’s
Sea Lanes of Communication between the Persian Gulf
and Straits of Malacca’. Elsewhere, the extension and
build-up of Campbell Airport on Great Nicobar island
‘gives India the chance to strike against the southern
and central Chinese zones, avoiding the geographical
problems for India of trans-Himalayan operations’. The

year 2005 saw the setting-up of India’s Far Eastern
Naval Command (FENC),  at Port Blair in the Andaman
Islands: ‘the islands look westwards back to India and
the Eastern Naval Command at Visakhapatnam, thereby
securing the whole Bay of Bengal as a consequence.
They also look eastwards, to Southeast Asia and the
South China Sea; indeed they geographically pull India
into Southeast Asia’.

All in all, India is making a push to modernize and
expand its naval presence throughout the Indian Ocean
littoral, partially in a bid to contain China’s own growing
presence. This modernization and expansion is coupled
with an extension of its basing structure and diplomatic
ties throughout the region as well. While China is clearly
of concern in this regard, so is the USA. India is aware
of the US naval primacy in Asia and still stings from the
Seventh Fleet’s intervention in the Bay of Bengal during
the 1971 Indo–Pakistani War. The important geopolitical
position played by the US base at Diego Garcia has
caused concern for Indian strategists in previous
decades. Given India’s discomfort with playing a
secondary role in Asia and the Indian Ocean to China
and its other shared interests in the Middle East with
the USA, greater security co-operation between the
two states is a reasonable expectation. Certainly, there
has been increasing co-ordination between the US and
Indian navies within the region. The 2007 joint exercise
between the Indian, US, Japanese, Australian and
Singaporean navies in the Bay of Bengal, MALABAR-
2, was one example. Such developments indicate that
the USA and India are developing, albeit strictly based
upon each state’s strategic interests, a co-operative
relationship that could assist each in addressing strategic
concerns relating to China.
Geoeconomics and resource acquisition

The second area of examination regarding the
extension of India’s strategic presence in the Indian
Ocean region deals with the necessity of deepening
economic partnerships with states throughout the region
and securing the supply of energy resources. It was
again no coincidence that an entire chapter—chapter
4—was devoted to ‘Maritime and Energy Security’ in
the Maritime Military Strategy. Such a focus on
economics and energy within foreign policy follows the
strategic vision that has been referred to as the
Manmohan Doctrine.
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Seeking to expand trade ties with states and
organizations throughout the Indian Ocean region is
central to India’s ‘Look East’ policy. This lies behind
India’s Maritime Military Strategy sense that:

Geographically, India is in a unique position in the
geopolitics of IOR, with its interests and concerns
straddling across the sub-regions of IOR. This
geopolitical reality and India’s belief that enhanced
regional cooperation is mutually advantageous, is
driving the active participation in the SAARC, the
ASEAN, the East Asia Summit and the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation.
Such engagement can be seen in all directions of

the Indian Ocean and beyond, which reflects India’s
so-called ‘360 degrees diplomacy’.

In an eastwards direction, India has promoted Bay
of Bengal Co-operation through BIMSTEC (Bay of
Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and
Economic Cooperation—formerly Bangladesh, India, Sri
Lanka, Thailand Economic Cooperation). There is an
ongoing discussion between the Governments of India,
Bangladesh and Myanmar to build a joint pipeline in
order to transport liquefied natural gas from Myanmar
to India. India has pushed bilateral links with Singapore
and Indonesia, and economic links with the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), with which it
became an official Dialogue Partner in 1992, a member
of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) in 1996, signed
a Comprehensive Economic Co-operation Agreement
(CECA) in 2003, and a Free Trade Agreement in 2009.
This positioning with regard to ASEAN and other
regional institutions also reflects a set of moves by China
and India to enter into organizations within each other’s
backyards.

In a westwards direction, India’s relations with
Israel have developed strongly since normalization of
relations in 1992. Israel has become one of India’s largest
investors. In addition, India has acquired a number of
important defence systems from Israel, has built
complementary programmes of weapons systems
development, and seems to have engaged in unofficial
maritime co-operation around the Red Sea area. India
has taken a broad approach to securing energy
resources, fostering a series of relationships in energy-
rich regions nearby, notably Saudi Arabia and the Gulf.
Relations with Iran have involved some military co-
operation, but most importantly for India is Iran’s

potential as a significant and proximate supplier of
energy resources. The effort with Iran to develop the
port complex at Chabahar as a conduit for accessing
Central Asia is also intended to assist India’s resource
acquisition. Chabahar (and its Indian support) stands in
competition with Pakistan’s Gwadar (and its Chinese
support) as an energy corridor link point.

In a southerly direction India’s efforts have seen
active maritime diplomacy and bilateral arrangements
with various island (Mauritius, Seychelles, Madagascar)
and littoral (e.g. Mozambique, South Africa) states, with
India taking a leading position in setting up the IONS
(Indian Ocean Naval Symposium) in 2009, to which
China was not invited. Maintaining secure transit through
the choke points and across the Indian Ocean remains
a key concern for India, which receives over 90% of
its trade by sea. As India’s Maritime Military Strategy
put it, ‘being the major maritime power in the IOR, a
large part of the responsibility for ensuring the safety
of ISLs
devolves upon the Indian Navy’.
Conclusions

It seems likely that India’s interests and impact
will continue to extend further into the broader Asian
and Indian Ocean space. It possesses the latent
resources to emerge as an enormous power. To
conclude, we reiterate a few points. First, the resolution
of its own internal threats and its border disputes with
neighbouring countries would improve India’s position
to further extend its influence. The relevance of South
Asian security problems for India and others implies
that an increased capacity and willingness to manage
South Asian security would reduce threats to India and
increase its recognition as a significant power. Second,
its growth and expansion clearly put it into significant
strategic contact with the other rising Asian power—
China. While we would not say that this necessitates a
conflictual relationship, the evidence seems to point
towards at least a highly competitive one. Thus, the
geopolitics of the Indian Ocean region will continue to
evolve in a way that involves both states’ growing power
and interests. Finally, India’s relationship with the USA
and other states throughout this region will be driven by
its own strategic interests in the coming years, which
will be in large part driven by the Sino-Indian
relationship.
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Introduction

Geopolitics arose in the 19th century, and
throughout the 20th century it explained how the global
power map was shaped. Power equations were formed
by imperialism in the early part of the century; by the
East–West divide and Cold War after the Second World
War; and by the forces of globalization during the last
decade of the century. Since the publication of the 1990
article by Edward Luttwak, ‘From Geopolitics to
Geoeconomics’, the term ‘geoeconomics’ has been used
quite frequently by writers and policy-makers. It is
explained as ‘the intersection of economics and finance
with global political and security considerations’. Earlier
it was thought that geoeconomics might replace
geopolitics, but now it is accepted that ‘geo-economics
recasts rather than simply replaces geopolitical
calculation’. In other words, geoeconomics ‘links the
“big picture” with the practical realm of markets’.

Since the early 1990s India has been adapting itself
simultaneously to the economic globalization and to the
emerging balance of power. Changes in India’s internal
and external economic policies also coincided with the
end of the Cold War. Accelerated growth and policies
of trade and investment liberalization have also influenced
India’s foreign policy. The strategic consequences of
its economic performance are clearly evident. Growth
and outward orientation has helped India to forge new
relationships with its neighbours in Asia and with major
powers. More than a decade ago some analysts
predicted that ‘India will be forced to calculate its energy
security requirements within more general geo-political
environment that is characterized by rapid change and
unpredictability’. Consequently, India has launched its
integrated energy policy and ‘oil diplomacy’ in search
of new energy assets to fulfil the energy requirements
of its high economic growth, with energy security
emerging as a ‘crucial’ component of its foreign policy.
In a speech at the Constituent Assembly in December
1947, Jawaharlal Nehru had argued that in ‘talking about
foreign policies, the House must remember that these
are not just empty struggles on a chess board. Behind
them lie all manner of things. Ultimately foreign policy

is the outcome of economic policy, and until India has
properly evolved her economic policy, her foreign policy
will be rather vague, rather inchoate, and will be
groping’. In Manmohan Singh repeating these very same
words over half a century later, amidst his annunciation
of the economics-driven Manmohan Doctrine, such
sentiments have become clearer to Indian policy-makers
than any time in the recent past.

Changing economic engagements

India is making a successful transition from an
excessively inward-oriented economy to a more globally
integrated economy. As a result of new policies in the
early 1990s, it has become one of the fastest growing
economies in the world. Despite some serious
challenges, like energy security, poverty, infrastructure,
regional disparities and internal security, there are strong
indications that rapid growth will continue.
Notwithstanding global recession, the Indian economy
continues to be one of the highest growing economies
in the world. Due to increasing global linkages, the
growth rate in 2008/09 came down to 6.7% from the
average 8.8% achieved between 2003/04 and 2007/08,
though recovering to 7.4% for 2009/10, and accelerating
to 8.8% in the second quarter of 2010. With US
$185,000m. in exports, India’s merchantable trade
reached $490,000m. in 2008/09. It has been growing at
an average annual rate of about 26% in the last four
years (between 2005/06 and 2008/09). In addition, the
services sector, which accounts for about 55% of the
Indian economy, continues to perform well and
contribute to growing service exports, which touched
$102,000m. in 2008/09. Within the services sector, IT
and Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) industries
have been growing quickly and were responsible for
$50,000m. in exports of IT and related services.

Apart from expansion, the Indian economy is also
becoming more diversified. Traditionally, Western
countries were main markets for Indian exports. In
recent years significant diversification has taken place.
India’s trade relations with the USA and the European
Union (EU) may have increased in absolute terms, but
relatively speaking as a percentage of India’s total trade,

5.  Geoeconomics and energy for India
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trade with the EU and the USA has declined in the last
decade. In comparison, there has been rapid integration
of the Indian economy within Asia, which has been
reinforced by India’s ‘Look East’ policy, which was
initiated in the early 1990s. This is clearly evident from
the figures of India-China trade (average trade growth
was 53% per year between 2003/04 and 2007/ 08), as
well as India-Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) trade. Studies have shown that India’s
qualitative and quantitative engagement with the Asian
economies is far deeper than commonly perceived.
India’s economic linkage with the West Asian countries
has been traditionally quite strong, and more so now
due to energy imports, a 2.5m. Indian diaspora, and good
trade relations.

It is now becoming clear that along with the
People’s Republic of China and Japan, India would be
playing an important role in an evolving Asian economic
architecture. However, it is also realized that India’s
role will be less effective if its economic relations within
South Asia and with the Central Asian region remain
marginal. In this case, India needs to work for an
economic policy framework, in which Pakistan,
Afghanistan and the Central Asian republics view the
partnership as benefiting them too. This policy
framework will also improve India’s energy security as
it may finally get more substantive access to some of
the energy resources in the Eurasian region. It can also
fundamentally change India’s sea-based continental
trade. Indians can also find tremendous investment
opportunities in Central Asia, which in turn can transform
their small and medium industries as well as agriculture.
The growing realization of these opportunities has
influenced policy-makers not just in India, but also in
Pakistan and Afghanistan, as witnessed in Afghanistan’s
membership of the South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC), the signing of the South Asian
Free Trade Area (SAFTA), the Regional Economic Co-
operation Conferences on Afghanistan, the emerging
India-Kazakhstan partnership, the continuous interest
in Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI)
and Iran-Pakistan-India (IPI) gas pipelines, and India’s
$1,300m. contribution to Afghanistan’s reconstruction.
In the early and mid-1990s, when the whole world was
going for regional economic groupings, Indian policy-
makers were concerned that India’s major participation

was only in

SAARC, which was going nowhere. Under new
policy initiatives, a major effort was made to move closer
to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
and gain membership of the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC), in which India’s objectives were
both economic as well as foreign policy and strategic.
After limited success with ASEAN, but frustration with
APEC (where a moratorium on new members was put
in place in 1997), India started looking for alternatives.
It started developing other regional arrangements,
specifically Indian Ocean Rim initiatives and
arrangements with immediate neighbours in South Asia.
Efforts made at various forums resulted in the
establishment of the Indian Ocean Rim Association for
Regional Co-operation (IOR-ARC) in 1997.14 Other
major regional initiatives taken by India were the
establishment of the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-
Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation
(BIMSTEC—formerly Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka,
Thailand Economic Cooperation) and Ganga-Mekong
Cooperation programme. In the late 1990s there were
also discussions on establishing a growth quadrangle
involving south-western China, north-eastern India,
northern Myanmar and Bangladesh.

The collapse of the Doha development round of
the World Trade Organization (WTO) negotiations
pushed many countries, including India, to look for
alternatives to multilateral negotiations to improve their
trade positions. Since 2005 India has put its proposed
regional trade agreements on the fast track. In the past,
India had adopted a cautious approach to regionalism
and was engaged in only a few bilateral/regional
initiatives, mainly through Preferential Trade
Agreements (PTAs) or through open regionalism.16 In
recent years, it has started concluding Comprehensive
Economic Co-operation Agreements (CECAs) with
many countries.The CECAs cover Free Trade
Agreements (FTAs) in goods (which means a zero
customs duty regime within a fixed time frame on items
covering substantial trade, and a relatively small negative
list of sensitive items with no or limited duty
concessions), services, investment and other identified
areas of economic co-operation. India has already
signed an agreement on a South Asian Free Trade Area
(SAFTA) as well as individual trade agreements with
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Afghanistan, Bhutan, Sri Lanka and Nepal. The India-
Singapore CECA, India-ASEAN FTA, India-Chile
PTA, and an India-Southern Common Market
(MERCOSUR) PTA have also been signed. In addition,
trade and investment deals are being negotiated with
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), the Republic of
Korea (South Korea), Malaysia and Mauritius. India-
EU and India-Japan negotiations are also at a very
advanced stage. Similarly, India-Israel, India-Brazil,
IBSA (India, Brazil, South Africa), and India-Russia joint
study groups have been set up.

Border trade

So far the majority of India’s trade has been
conducted by sea. Border trade with China was stopped
after the India–China war in 1962. Similarly, very little
official trade happens by road with Pakistan, Bangladesh
and Myanmar. Since 1995 some positive developments
in the area of border trade have taken place. Still, the
policy initiatives were limited to a few border points
with a small number of commodities exchanged by local
communities living on both sides of the borders, mainly
with Bangladesh and Myanmar. These initiatives were
intended to stop the large amount of ‘unauthorized trade’
that was already taking place across borders in the
northeastern states. Encouraged by rapidly growing
India-China trade, a limited opening has also been made
through Nathu La pass in Sikkim. To give a new thrust
to border trade, the Union Cabinet gave approval for
the Land Ports Authority Bill in 2008.

The new Land Ports Authority will oversee the
construction, management and maintenance of integrated
check posts (ICPs) on land borders; it will regulate the
functioning of various agencies and co-ordinate several
concerned ministries and departments. The ICPs will
have the regulatory agencies like immigration, customs
and border security, as well as support facilities like
banking and cargo terminals, hotels, etc. The Indian
Government has approved the establishment of 13 ICPs
at borders with Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan
and Myanmar over a period of three years. Of these,
four ICPs will be set up in the first phase, at Petrapole
(West Bengal), Moreh (Manipur), Raxaul (Bihar) and
Attari (Punjab). If successful, this policy initiative has
the potential to transform landlocked northern and north-
eastern border regions of India.

Energy security issues

The era of high economic growth in the Western
world between 1945 and the first oil crisis of 1973
coincided with a period of cheap oil prices. The second
oil crisis, triggered by the Iranian revolution of 1979,
further complicated the situation. Recent years of high
economic growth in countries like India and China have
coincided with periods of increased oil price uncertainty.
India’s oil requirements for its 8%–9% growth every
year since 2003 have been financed at increasing global
oil prices. The oil shock of July 2008, when oil prices
reached a record high of $147 a barrel, set off alarm
signals among Indian policy-makers and reminded them
of the earlier crises. Being a country dependent on oil
imports for about 80% of its requirements, India
scrambled for a solution as high oil prices resulted in
inflation and threatened to undo the gains of high
economic growth achieved in the previous two decades.
Immediate fire-fighting responses also exposed the
weaknesses of a still developing national energy strategy.

Just before the global economy went into
recession, the US Energy Information Administration
(EIA) projected that global energy consumption would
increase by 50% from 2005 to 2030. It was evident
that emerging economies would account for much of
this projected growth over the next 25 years. Among
the emerging economies, the highest demand was
expected to occur in Asia, particularly in China and India.
Despite slowdowns in 2008 and 2009, their economic
projections remain high in the medium-to-long term.
During this period, fossil fuels (oil, natural gas and coal)
will continue to supply much of the energy, with oil

continuing to be important.

Despite fairly low per capita energy consumption,
India is the fifth largest energy consumer and is likely
to become the third largest by 2030. The country is also
a major producer and is currently the world’s seventh
largest producer of energy. Primary commercial energy
demand grew almost three-fold at an annual rate of
6% between 1981 and 2001. To catch up with the rest
of dynamic Asia and to remove poverty, it has become
essential for India to continue growing at about 8%–
10% or more over the next 25 years. Its energy
requirements for a sustained 8%–9% annual growth
rate pose a major challenge. According to the
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government integrated energy policy, India needs to
increase its primary energy supply by three to four times
its 2004 levels, and its electricity generation capacity/
supply by five to six times. With 2004 as the base, its
commercial energy supply needs to grow at 4.3%–5.1%
annually. By 2030, power generation capacity must
increase to nearly 800,000 megawatts (MW) from the
2004 capacity of around 160,000 MW. In addition, the
requirement of coal, the dominant fuel in India’s mix,
will also need to expand to 2,000m. tons a year.

India’s energy basket has a mix of all the resources
available including renewables. The importance of oil
in India’s energy mix can be seen from the fact that it
accounts for about 33% of India’s primary commercial
energy, alongside other sources like coal (54%), gas
(9%), nuclear (1%), hydro-electricity (2.5%) and wind
(0.25%). The Government’s Hydrocarbon Vision 2025
released in 2000 indicated that by 2025 India’s energy
mix would probably be dominated by coal (50%), with
the rest being made up of oil (25%), gas (20%), hydro
(2%) and nuclear (3%).

Estimates show that India’s energy consumption
between 2007 and 2035 will grow at an average annual
rate of 2.2%, with consumption of natural gas and
nuclear energy averaging higher annual increases of
4.1% and 9.5 %, respectively. Since India is relatively
poor in oil and gas resources, it has to depend on imports
to meet its energy supplies. With already about 80% of
its crude oil requirements met by imports, its oil import
bill was close to $90,000m. in 2008/09. The Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
estimated that in 2005 India imported about 70% of its
crude-oil requirements and consumed about 3% of
world oil supply. Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) imports
in 2005 made up 17% of total gas supply. India also
imported about 12% of its coal supply. The Indian
economy relies heavily on coal, which also accounts
for about 70% of its electricity generation. After China
and the USA, India is the world’s third largest coal user.
As a result of a government policy of diversifying the
energy mix, the share of natural gas has increased to
just over 9%. Other sources, such as wind, solar and
nuclear power, still account for very small shares.
Although coal will still be a very important source of
energy, the alternative policy scenario of the
Government visualizes reduction in its demand by 2030.

In the alternative scenario, coal demand will grow much
slower and oil demand will also decrease somewhat
due to the introduction of Compressed Natural Gas
(CNG) and fuel efficiency. Similarly, the role of nuclear
power is envisaged to increase still further. Even if all
these changes are

implemented, India will still be importing between 29%
and 59% of its total commercial primary energy from
outside. The latest government projections, in the Five
Year Plan 2007–12, indicate that by 2030 India may be
importing 90%–95% of its oil, one-half of its gas and
onethird of its coal requirements.23 Although India has
been a net oil importer since the 1970s, LNG imports
started only in 2004.

Currently, India imports oil from about 25 countries,
with nearly two-thirds of imports coming from four
countries: Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, Kuwait and Iran. Most
analysts in India believe that the Middle East region (or
West Asia as it is called in India) will remain the source
of the overwhelming proportion of India’s oil and gas
imports, accounting for around two-thirds of Indian
exports. In addition, every oil shock in this region has
had an adverse impact on the Indian economy. Due to
this dependence, Indian policy-makers are worried about
oil price volatility, and its impact on inflation, economic
growth and foreign exchange reserves. In addition,
overwhelming dependence on the Gulf region has its
own political implications. Compared with other major
states in the world, India is more vulnerable to any
disruption in oil supplies from the Gulf. However, it could
be argued that India’s dependence should not be seen
as a vulnerability, as encouragement of growing
interdependence between India and the Gulf contributes
to stability to energy markets.

Government energy policy

As over one-half of the country’s population does
not have access to electricity or any other form of
commercial energy, availability and access to energy is
considered crucial for sustained economic growth by
the Government. The Government of India’s expert
committee on integrated energy policy argued that India
would be ‘energy secure when we can supply lifeline
energy to all our citizens irrespective of their ability to
pay for it as well as meet their effective demand for
safe and convenient energy to satisfy their various needs
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at competitive prices, at all times and with a prescribed
confidence level considering shocks and disruptions that
can be reasonably expected’. The major issues
discussed in the context of Indian energy security by
the expert committee were reducing energy
requirements, substituting imported energy with
domestic alternatives, diversifying supply sources,
expanding resource bases, developing alternative energy
sources, increasing the ability to withstand supply shocks
and increasing the ability to import energy and face
market risks. Overall, it is believed that India’s energy
security can be increased by a) diversifying both energy
mix and sources of energy imports; b) seriously pursuing
overseas acquisitions of energy assets; and c) initiating
policy reforms to attract foreign investment as well as
improving domestic production, distribution and
consumption. In order to safeguard against short-term
supply disruptions, the Indian Government is also in the
process of setting up 5m. metric tons (36.6m. barrels)
of strategic crude oil storage reserves at Manglore,
Vishshapatnam and Padur. This strategic reserve will
be in addition to the existing storage facilities of various
public sector oil companies. These stores are located
along the coast so that reserves could be easily exported
during disruptions.

Energy diplomacy

In the last decade, ‘energy diplomacy’ has also
become one of the main agendas of the country’s
foreign and security policy. India is seriously considering
its nuclear energy option as well as importing sources
beyond the Middle East. Bilateral nuclear agreements
with the USA, France, Russia and Canada, as well as
consistent engagements with the countries of Eurasia,
Africa and Latin America, could be seen from this
perspective. The external dimension of energy efforts
by India include: a) acquisition of assets abroad through
acquiring equity participation in developed fields, and
obtaining exploration-production contracts in different
parts of the world; b) entering into long-term LNG
supply contracts; c) pursuing transnational gas pipeline
proposals; and d) promoting partnerships with foreign
entities in the downstream sector, both in India and
abroad.

In an attempt to diversify oil and gas imports, Indian
companies are trying hard to get a strong foothold in

the Eurasian region. Investment in Russia’s Sakhalin-1
field, and the purchase of Imperial Energy by the Indian
public sector company Oil and Natural Gas Corporation
(ONGC) in 2009 were efforts in this direction. India
views Kazakhstan as an important energy player in
Central Asia. Kazakhstan’s onshore and offshore proven
hydrocarbon reserves have been estimated at 30,000m.–
40,000m. barrels; production figures were 1.45m. barrels
a day in 2007, expected to touch 1.9m. barrels a day in
2010 and about 2.9m. barrels in 2020. Competition in
this region is very fierce as China is also pursuing the
same strategy. At the same time, rapidly growing trade
and economic relationships between India and China
may also compel them to talk of building partnerships in
other areas. Both have declared their intentions of co-
operation in oil and gas biddings. India also mooted the
idea of Asian regional cooperation in energy, and initiated
a dialogue between principal Asian suppliers (Saudi
Arabia, United Arab Emirates (UAE), Kuwait, Iran,
Qatar and Oman) and principal Asian buyers (India,
China, Japan and South Korea). These efforts showed
some results when China National Petroleum
Corporation (CNPC) and India’s ONGC mounted a
successful $573m. joint bid to acquire Petro-Canada’s
37% stake in the al-Furat oil and gas fields in Syria.
Earlier, they worked as joint operators in Sudan. India
and China may be co-operating in other areas, but when
it comes to Central Asian energy, cash-rich China has
shown that it can outmanoeuvre India in energy deals.
This was clearly illustrated in late 2005 when China
outbid India to acquire PetroKazakhstan, Kazakhstan’s
third-largest oil producer with CNPC raising its bid to
$4,180m.

After trying for many years, India may finally be
getting into the energy scene in Kazakhstan. During
the 2009 visit of the Kazakhstani president to India,
ONGC Mittal Energy Limited (OMEL) and
KazMunaiGaz (KMG, National Oil Company of
Kazakhstan) signed an agreement for exploration of oil
and gas in Satpayev block in the Caspian Sea. The
Satpayev block covers an area of 1,582 sq km and is at
a water depth of 5 m–10 m. It is situated in a highly
prospective region of the north Caspian Sea and is in
close proximity to major fields, like Karazhanbas,
Kalamkas, Kashagan and Donga, where significant
quantities of oil have been discovered. It has estimated
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reserves of 1,850m. barrels. The Indian company will
have a 25% stake and the remaining 75% will be with
KMG.28 OMEL also holds a 45.5% share in block OPL
279 and a 64.3% share in OPL 285 in Nigeria, where
they had invested more than $200m. up to March 2009.
OMEL also had exploration blocks in Turkmenistan,
which it has surrendered due to limited hydrocarbon
potential. Similar efforts are being pursued in Latin
America and Africa as well.

In 2008 ONGC Videsh (OVL) signed an
agreement with the Corporación Venezolana del
Petróleo and acquired a 40% participating interest in
the San Cristobal project. During the same year OVL
signed deals in Brazil and Colombia. Earlier, the
company had acquired some new assets in Cuba,
Colombia and Congo, Sudan and Egypt. With about 40
oil and gas projects, OVL has a presence in 17 countries.
It has production of oil and gas from Sudan, Viet Nam,
Syria, Russia and Colombia, with various projects under
development in Iran, Brazil, Myanmar, Egypt, Venezuela
and Kazakhstan. In addition, its subsidiary company,
ONGC Nile Ganga BV (ONGBV), has invested $669m.
in the Greater Nile Oil Project in Sudan and $223m. in
the al-Furat project in Syria. ONGBV has also invested
about $300m. in different blocks in Brazil.  ONGC’s
wholly owned subsidiary ONGC Amazon Alaknanda
Limited (OAAL) has invested $437 in Colombia, while
its subsidiary ONGC Narmada Limited (ONL) has
invested in Nigeria.

Gas pipelines

India is also exploring the possibility of importing
gas through pipelines from Turkmenistan, Iran, Myanmar
and Bangladesh. Since 2002 there has been a lot of
discussion on the $7,600m. Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-
Pakistan-India (TAPI) gas pipeline. There have been
some uncertainties over gas reserves in Turkmenistan,
over the security situation in Afghanistan, and over the
endemic strained relations between India and Pakistan.
Still, all parties are considering the proposal very
seriously. This 1,680-km pipeline would run from the
Dauletabad gas field in Turkmenistan to Afghanistan,
from where it would be constructed alongside the
highway running from Herat to Kandahar, and then via
Quetta and Multan in Pakistan. The final destination of
the pipeline would be Fazilka in Indian Punjab. India

was formally invited to join the project in 2006, having
earlier participated as an observer.

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has already
proposed various structures of the pipeline for attracting
investors, contractors and financial institutions. In 2006
Turkmenistan informed the members that an independent
firm, De Golyer & McNaughton, had confirmed reserves
of over 2,300 billion cu m of gas at the Daulatabad field.
Additional reserves of about 1,200 billion cu m are
expected after drilling in the adjacent area. The gas
production capacity of the field could be increased to
about 125m. cu m per day (cu m/d) from the current
80m. cu m/d. Turkmenistan has committed to providing
sovereign guarantees for long-term uninterrupted
supplies to Pakistan and India.31 In May 2006 the Indian
Government officially approved its participation in the
TAPI project and authorized the Ministry of Petroleum
and Natural Gas to put up a formal request for joining
the project. In April 2008 Afghanistan, India and Pakistan
signed a Framework Agreement to buy gas from
Turkmenistan.32 The participating countries also planned
to discuss soon the issues of payments of transit to
Afghanistan and Pakistan, taxation structure and
consortium issues. For the last few years, TAPI has
also been discussed at almost every important meeting
on Afghanistan’s reconstruction.

Despite many obstacles, the $7,500m., 2,300-km
Iran-Pakistan-India (IPI) gas pipeline is still on the
agenda. The proposed IPI pipeline will initially transport
60m. cu m of Iranian gas a day, split between India and
Pakistan equally. In Pakistani territory an 800-km
pipeline will be carrying gas for both Pakistan and India.
Iran and Pakistan have already finalized gas sale
agreements, with Iran committing itself to supplying
21m. cu m of natural gas daily to Pakistan from 2014.
In 2010 the Minister of External Affairs made a
statement in the Indian parliament that India was still
party to the IPI project and various issues concerning
pricing of gas, delivery point of gas, project structure,
assured supplies and security of the pipeline,
transportation tariffs and transit fees for passage of
natural gas through Pakistan, etc., were being discussed
between participating countries. As in other parts of
the world, the USA is also trying to inject its own
geopolitical interests in the Asian energy competition.
It has discouraged India from sourcing gas from Iran
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and instead promoted the TAPI pipeline. After more
than a decade of engagement with these two pipeline
proposals, it is becoming clear to Indian policy-makers
that none of these two projects may take off in near
future, as the security situation in Afghanistan and
Pakistan has deteriorated further and India-Pakistan
relations have not improved either.34 Still, if any of these
projects materializes in the near future, it will be a game
changer in regional geopolitics and geoeconomics.

A final pipeline project, importing gas from
Myanmar, was also struck due to regional geopolitics.
India and Myanmar signed a deal in 2006 to build a
900-km pipeline that would have crossed Bangladesh.
Indecision from Bangladesh delayed the project and
another pipeline proposal between Myanmar and China
further complicated the matter. There were also reports
of India and Myanmar discussing alternative proposals
linking the pipeline directly with the Indian  north-eastern
states. Since the beginning of 2010, there have been
reports that the new Bangladeshi Government has
agreed to a tri-nation gas pipeline. In this case, the
Myanmar-Bangladesh- India gas pipeline may
materialize in the next couple of years.

Conclusions

At this stage of economic modernization, India is
adapting to economic globalization and to the emerging
Asian and global balance of power. Its accelerated
economic performance has impacted upon its foreign
policy in general, and on its engagement within Asia

and with great powers. It is aggressively pursuing
regional trade arrangements and also has started policy
reforms to improve border trade. For India, development
within the last two decades has shown that
geoeconomics has not replaced geopolitics. However,
potential new economic opportunities, if realized, may
influence regional geopolitics. India is vulnerable due to
its insufficient energy resources. Accelerated growth
has also forced India to synchronize its energy security
issues within its foreign and security policy. In the coming
years, actions and commitments on the energy front
will shape India’s relations with countries like the USA,
Russia, China and Iran. In the past, external energy
policy meant securing reliable supplies from the Gulf.
More recently it included multiple strategies of
diversification, acquiring assets abroad and pipeline
politics. In future, protecting supplies from different
sources as well as assets abroad will also become part
of national security. Despite all ambitious efforts, coal
will continue to be India’s main energy source and the
Gulf region will continue to be its main source of oil and
gas. In the domestic front, we can witness major policy
changes in the area of coal production, with private-
sector participation, power sector reforms, rationalization
of fuel prices, efforts in the direction of energy efficiency
and demand management. It is also expected that
nuclear and hydro-electric power as well as renewables
will be playing a relatively bigger role. Therefore, the
major action will be in the creation of a legal and
institutional framework to implement all these policies.
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A coalition is a pact or treaty among individuals or
groups, during which they cooperate in joint action, each
in their own self-interest, joining forces together for a
common cause. This alliance may be temporary or a
matter of convenience. A coalition thus differs from a
more formal covenant. Possibly described as a joining
of ‘factions’, usually those with overlapping interests
rather than opposing.

A coalition government, in a parliamentary system,
is a government composed of a coalition of parties. In
Australia, the Coalition is also used to refer to an alliance
(coalition agreement) of three parties (the Liberals,
Nationals and Countiy Liberals) existing in federal politics
since 1922—this constitutes a parliamentary coalition.
A coalition of parties is also an electoral fusion. The
Cambridge Dictionary defines coalition as: the union of
different political parties or groups for a particular
purpose, usually for a limited time.

In international relations, a coalition can be an ad
hoc grouping of nations united for a specific purpose.
Sometimes, such groups are diverse and are
characterized by some degree of commonalities.
Sometimes, the degree of uncommonalities would lead
some to perceive the group’s bond as being ordinarily
unlikely; here it can indicate the fact the historical ties
may no longer be in operation, and the coalition members,
instead, are joined by a new intention, not necessarily
prior bonds.

A coalition might also refer to a group of citizens
uniting behind a common goal. Many of these are
grassroots organizations, like the Christla n Coalition.

It can also be a collaborative, means-oriented
arrangement, especially a temporary one, that allows
distinct people or organizational entities to pool resources
and combine efforts in order to effect change. The
combination of such persons or entities into one body,
as a union, variously organized and structured, but
generally less formal than a covenant. Although persons
and groups form coalitions for many and varied reasons,
the most common purpose is to combat a common threat
or to take advantage of a certain opportunity; hence,
the often-temporary nature of coalitions. The common

threat or existence of opportunity is what gives rise to
the coalition and allows it to exist. Sucfafeoilaborative
processes can gain political influence and potentially
initiate social movements.-The,four elements are
necessary to maintain a coalition:

1. Members must frame the issue that brings them
together with a common interest.

2. Members’ trust in each other and believe that their
peers have a credible commitment to the common
issue(s) and/or goal(s).

3. The coalition must have a mechanism(s) to manage
differences in language, orientation, tactics, culture,
ideology, etc. between and among the collective’s
members (especially in transnational coalitions).

4. The shared incentive to participate and,
consequently, benefit.

Coalitions manifest in a variety of forms, types
and terms of duration:

• Campaign coalitions with high intensity and
long-term cooperation

• Federations, characterized by relatively lower
degree of involvement, intensity and
participation, involving cooperation of long
duration, but with members’ primary
commitment remaining with their own entities

• Instrumental coalitions, involving low-intensity
involvement without a foundation to mediate
conflict

• Event-based coalitions that have a high level
of involvement and the potential for future
collaboration.

Coalition, in politics and international relations, a
group of actors that coordinate their behaviour in a
limited and temporary fashion to achieve a common
goal.

As a form of goal-oriented political cooperation, a
coalition can be contrasted with an alliance and a
network. An alliance suggests a robust partnership of
at least medium-term duration, as compared with the
more fleeting coalition. Alternatively, a network is a more
informal but potentially broader grouping, suggesting

6. COALITION
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more ad hoc cooperation than in a coalition but over a
wider array of concerns. In coalitions, alliances, and
networks, the actors involved—whether states in
wartime, political parties in government, or
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in political
movements—each retain their distinctive identity and
interests, but the purpose of collaboration across all three
is ultimately the same: to aggregate actors’ strengths to
achieve some shared goal that none could achieve
individually. The coalition is, howeverTthe most
ephemeral of the three.

Coalitions generally form from the voluntary
accession of their constituent members. However,
because actors rarely have the same intensity of
interests with regard to the given goal or goals, some
actors may provide rewards or threats to induce others
to participate. As such, differences in power among
potential and actual coalition members matter, in
determining both who becomes a member of the
coalition and, after the coalition forms, who has the most
influence in determining agendas, strategies, and the
like. For instance, in prosecuting the war to oust addam
ussein in Iraq (2003), the international coalition may have
been a “coalition of the willing” or a “coalition of the
coerced and the bribed,” but either way it was not a
coalition of the equal; the United States was clearly
leading the effort. As this e: internal structures often
reproduce the structure of relations* ‘ generally, though
the cooperative nature of the endeavour may co power
within the coalition.

Although all coalitions tend to be temporary,
disbandi proven unachievable, given the circumstances),
some .may; may be a function of power relationships: a
dominant coalition membver or set of members may be
able to either dissolve the coalition or maintain:ongoing
correspondence of interests among;coalition,member’s
also affects duration. Participation over time in a
coalition may cause individual members to perceive a
broader set of shared interests and beliefs among therrij
leading them to transform the coalition into a more-
integrated political community (in which caseit is no
longer merely a coalition). For instance, repeated
coordination in the great conflicts of the 20 th century
transformed what was initially a loose entente among
the Western democraciesjjrit6 a broader and deeper
“Atlantic Community.” Thus, while any one of a number

of factors might determine whether coalitions actually
achieve their goals, it is, as much as anything else, the
relative breadth and depth of shared interests that
determine their capacity to persist “and perhaps pursue
other common goals

THE POWER 6F SANCTIONS BETWEEN
COUNTRIES

A sanction is a penalty levied on another country.
It is an instrument of foreign policy and economic
pressure, that can be described as a sort of carrot-and-
stick approach to dealing with international trade and
politics. A country has a number of different types of
sanctions at its disposal. While some are more widely
used than others, the general goal of each is to force a
change in behavior.

A sanction can be exercised in several ways.
These include:

• Tariffs - Taxes imposed on goods imported from
another country.

• Quotas - A limit on how many goods can be either
imported from another country or sent to that
country.

• Embargoes - A trade restriction that prevents a
country from trading with another. For example, a
government can prevent its citizens or businesses
from providing goods or services to another
country.

• Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs) - These are non-tariff
restrictions on imported goods and can include
licensing and packaging requirements, product
standards and other requirements that are not
specifically a tax.

Types of Sanctions

Sanctions are categorized in several ways. One
way to describe them is by the number of parties issuing
the sanction. A “unilateral” sanction means that a single
country is enacting the sanction, while a “bilateral”
sanction means that a group or block of countries is
supporting its use. Since bilateral sanctions are enacted
by groups of countries, they can be considered less risky
because no one country is on the line for the sanction’s
result. Unilateral sanctions are more risky, but are more
likely to be effective if enacted by an economically
powerful country.
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The second way sanctions can be described is by
the types of trade they limit. Export sanctions block
goods flowing into a country, while import sanctions
block goods leaving the country. The two options are
not equal and will result in different economic
ramifications. Blocking goods and services from entering
a country (an export sanction) generally has a lighter
impact than blocking goods or services from that country
(an import sanction). Export sanctions can create an
incentive to substitute the blocked goods for something
else. A case in which an export sanction could work is
the blocking of sensitive technological know-how from
entering the target country (think advanced weapons).
It is harder for the target country to create this sort of
good in-house.

Blocking a country’s exports through an import
sanction increases theipossibility that the target countiy
will experience a substantial economic burden. For
example, on July 31, 2013 the U.S. passed the bill H.R.
850 that basically blocked Iran from selling any oil abroad
because of its nuclear program. This bill followed a year
in which Iran’s oil exports had already been cut in half
by international sanctions. If countries don’t import the
target country’s products, the target economy can face
industry collapse and unemployment, which can put
significant political pressure on the government.

A Military Threat Alternative

While countries have used sanctions to coerce or
influence the trade policies of others for centuries, trade
policy is rarely the sole strategy employed in foreign
policy. It can be accompanied by both diplomatic “and
military actiiSfffA sanction, however, might be a more
attractive tool because it imposes an economic cost for
a country’s actions rather than a military one. Military
conflicts are expensive, resource-intensive, cost lives
and can illicit the ire of other nations due to the human
suffering caused by the violence.

In addition, itas,%iot feasible that a country can
react to every political problem with military force:
armies are simply not large enough. In fact, some
problems are simply not well-suited for armed
intervention. Sanctions are generally used when
diplomatic efforts have failed.

Why Sanctions?

Sanctions may be enacted for several reasons, such
as a retaliatory measure for another country’s economic
activities. For example, a steel-producing country might
use a sanction if another country tries to protect a
nascent steel industry by putting an import quota on
foreign steel. Sanctions may also be used as a softer
tool, especially as a deterrent to human rights abuses.
The United Nations might condone the use of bilateral
sanctions against a country if it perpetrates human rights
abuses, or if it breaks resolutions regarding nuclear
weapons.

Sometimes the threat of a sanction is enough to
alter the target country’s policies. A threat signals that
a country does not approve of the target country’s
policies, and implies that the country issuing the threat
is willing to go through economic hardship to punish the
target country if change does not occur. The cost of
the threat is less than military intervention, but it still
carries economic weight. For example, in 2013
Zimbabwe’s President Robert Mugabe and his inner
circle were sanctioned by the U.S. because of alleged
rights abuses.

The domestic politics of the country looking to use
a sanction play a big role. International trade and
international politics can take the back seat when
nationalism comes into play, and a government can use
a sanction as a way to demonstrate resolve or to create
a distraction from domestic trouble. Because of this
problem, international organizations such as the World

Trade Organization (WTO) have been created to
relieve some of the pressure and create arbitrary panels
to objectively review disputes between countries. This
is especially helpful, because sanctions can lead to
economically damaging trade wars that can spill over
into countries uninvolved in the original dispute.

The extent of economic suffering caused by a
sanction and who feels it the most is often not
immediately known. Research has shown that the
severity of the economic impact on the target country
increases as the level of international cooperation and
coordination in its creation increases. It also will be more
pronounced if the countries involved in the sanction
previously had close relations, since trading ties are more
likely to be significant if the countries have a rapport.
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Economic sanctions

Economic sanctions are domestic penalties applied
by one country (or group of countries) on another
country (og between two greater powers. The invasion
of a buffer state by one of the powers surrounding it
will often result in war between the powers. Buffer
states, when authentically independent, typically pursue
a neutralist foreign policy, which distinguishes them from
satellite states. The concept of buffer states is part of
the theory of balance of power that entered European
strategic and diplomatic thinking in the 17th

Some examples of buffer states include:

• Tibet was a buffer between Russian Empire, the
British Raj; 20 th century.

• Mongolia, between the People’s Republic of CI

• North Korea during and after the Cold War, s
between the military forces of the People’s
Republic of China and American forces in South
Korea.

• Afghanistan was a buffer state between the British
Empire (which ruled much of South Asia) and
Russian Empire (which ruled much of Central
Asia) during the Anglo-Russian conflicts in Asia
during the 19th century.

• The Himalayan nations of Nepal, Bhutan and
Sikkim were buffer-states between the British and
Chinese empires, later between China and India,
which in 1962 fought the Sino-Indian War in places
where the two regional powers bordered each
other.

A buffer state-is a nation situated” m between two
separate powers. In general, the buffer state acts as an
independent country unassociated with the rival nations
or empires. This nation provides a cushion that prevents
belligerent actions from occurring. This differs from a
satellite state in that the nation generally holds a neutralist
foreign policy, creating a buffer zone rather than
apposition for the hostile powers to hedge military and
economic objectives.

The concept of a buffer state was first developed
during the 1600s when the major European powers
began to establish global empires. These empires,
traditionally segmented into isolated regimes around the
world, started to meet on foreign continents. Certain

powers took control of large swaths of land next to
other powers. To prevent major conflicts from arising
all around the planet, certain nations positioned between
colonized states were left to their own devices to help
maintain the balance of power.

Over time, as colonization continued into areas
previously uninhabited, buffer states were established
by sheer natural occurrence. Sometimes, neutral zones
were created because of natural geographic challenges
such as highly mountainous regions or dense woodlands.
Other times, the areas simply featured native populations
that could not be conquered by the hostile powers. If
both sides supported factions in the country, many times
the two powers were stuck in a quagmire without gains,
creating a buffer zone.

One of the most famous buffer states in history is
that of Afghanistan. During the 1800s, the mountainous
nation was positioned between the Russian Empire to
the north and a major section of the British Empire,
namely the future nations of India and Pakistan to the
south.Central Asia was the center of strategic rivalry
between the two empires known as “The Great Game.”
Each of the powers vied for control over tribal lands
and nations throughout the region, setting up satellite
states. The British Empire in particular, launched a major
conflict, the First Anglo-Afghan War in 1838, in an
attempt to set up Afghanistan as a puppet state.

Since the end of the World Wars, the concept of a
buffer state has been replaced by the idea of a
demilitarized zone (DMZ). These are generally
intentionally placed regions between conflict areas
established by treaties in an effort to halt military action.
Major modern examples include the Cypriot DMZ
between the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus and
the Republic of Cyprus, the buffer zone between North
Korea and South Korea, and the Sinai Peninsula
separating Israel from Egypt.

UKRAINE: THE PERPETUAL BUFFER STATE

A few months ago, Ukrainian President Viktor
Yanukovich was expected to sign some agreements that
could eventually integrate Ukraine with the European
Union economically. Ultimately, Yanukovich refused to
sign the agreements, a decision thousands of his
countrymen kftmediately protested. The demonstrations
later evolved, as they often do. Protesters started calling
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for political change, and when Yanukovich resisted their
calls, they demanded new elections.

Some protesters wanted Ukraine to have a
European orientation rather than a Russian one. Others
felt that the government was corrupt and should thus
be replaced.’ These kinds of demonstrations occur in
many countries. Sometimes they’rersuccessful;
sometimes they’re not. In most cases, the outcome
matters only to the country’s citi: sens or to the citizens
of neighboring states. But Ukraine is exceptional
because it is enormously important. Since the breakup
of the Soviet Union, Ukraine has had to pursue a delicate
balance between the tenuous promises of a liberal,
wealthy and somewhat aloof Europe and the fact that
its very existence and independence can be a source of
strategic vulnerability for Russia.

Ukraine’s Importance

Ukraine provides two tilings: strategic position arid
agricultural and mineral products. The latter are
frequently important; .but the former is universally
important. Ukraine is central to Russia’s defensibility.
The two countries share fe. long border, and Moscow
is located only some 480 kilometers (about 300 miles)
from Ukrainian territory — a stretch of land that is flat,
easily traversed and thus, difficult to defend. If some
power were to block the Ukraine-Kazakh gap, Russia
would be cut off from the Caucasus, its defensible
southern border.

Moreover, Ukraine is home to two critical ports,
Odessa and Sevastopol, which are even more important
to Russia than the port of Novorossiysk. Losing
commercial and military access to those ports would
completely undermine Russia’s influence in the Black
Sea and cut off its access to the Mediterranean. Russia’s
only remaining ports would be blocked by the Greenland-
Iceland-U.K. gap to the west, by ice to the northeast,
by Denmark on the Baltic Sea, and by Japan in the
east.

This explains why in 1917, when the Bolsheviks
took power and sued for peace, the Germans demanded
that Russia relinquish its control of most of Ukraine.
The Germans wanted the food Ukraine produced and
knew that if they had a presence there they could
threaten Russia in perpetuity. In the end, it didn’t matter:
Germany lost Word War I, and Russia reclaimed

Ukraine. During World War II, the Germans seized
Ukraine in the first year of their attack on the Soviet
Union, exploited its agriculture and used it as the base
to attack Stalingrad, trying to sever Russia from its
supply lines in Baku. Between the wars, Stalin had to
build up his industrial plant. He sold Ukrainian food
overseas and used it to feed factory workers in Russia.
The Ukrainians were left to starve, but the industry they
built eventually helped the Soviets defeat Hitler. After
the Soviets drove the Germans back, they seized
Romania and Hungary and drove to Vienna, using
Ukraine as their base.

From the perspective of Europe, and particularly
from the perspectives of former Soviet satellites, a
Ukraine dominated by Russia would represent a
potential threat from southern Poland to Romania. These
countries already depend on Russian energy, fully aware
that the Russians may eventually use that dependence
as a lever to gain control over them. Russia’s ability not
simply to project military power but also to cause unrest
along the border or use commercial initiatives to
undermine autonomy is a real fear.

Thinking in military terms may seem more archaic
to Westerners than it does to Russians and Central
Europeans. For many Eastern Europeans, the Soviet
withdrawal is a relatively recent memory, and they know
that the Russians are capable of returning as suddenly
as they left. For their part, the Russians know that
NATO has no will to invade Russia, and war would be
the last thing on the Germans’ minds even if they were
capable of waging one. The Russians also remember
that for all the economic and military malaise in Germany
in 1932, the Germans became the dominant power in
Europe by 1939. By 1941, they were driving into the
Russian heartland. The farther you move away from a
borderland, the more fantastic the fears appear. But
inside the borderland, the fears seem far less
preposterous for both sides.

Russian Perspectives

From the Russian point of view, therefore, tighter
Ukrainian-EU integration represented a potentially
mortal threat to Russian national security. After the
Orange Revolution, which brought a short-lived pro-
EU administration to power in the mid-2000s, Russian
President Vladimir Putin made clear that he regarded
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Ukraine as essential to Russian security, alleging that
the nongovernmental organizations that were fomenting
unrest there were fronts for the U.S. State Department,
the CIA and MI6. Whether the charges were true or
not, Putin believed the course in which Ukraine was
headed would be disastrous for Russia, and so he used
economic pressure and state intelligence services to
prevent Ukraine from taking that course.

In my view, the 2008 Russo-Georgian War had as
much to do with demonstrating to Kiev that Western
guarantees were worthless, that the United States could
not aid Georgia and that Russia had a capable military
force as it did with, Georgia itself. At the time, Georgia
and Ukraine were seeking NATO and EU membership,
and through its intervention in Georgia, Moscow
succeeded in steering Ukraine away from these
organizations. Today, the strategic threat to Russia is
no less dire than it was 10 years ago, at least not in
minds of the Russians, who would prefer a neutral
Ukraine if not a pro-Russia Ukraine.

Notably, Putin’s strate^,toward the Russian
periphery differs from those of his Soviet and czarist
predecessors, who took direct responsibility for the
various territories subordinate to them. Putiq. considers
this a flawed strategy. It drained Moscow’s resources,
even as the government could not hold the territories
together.

NATIONAUIN INTERSET

The national interest, often referred to by the
French expression raison d’Etat ( reason of the State),
is a country’s goals and ambitions whether economic,
military, or cultural. The concept is an important one in
international relations where pursuit of the national
interest is the foundation of the realist school. The
concept of national interest refers to public interest or
opinion. It involves the security, education, peace, the
rule of law, good governance, sovereignty and basic
necessities of life like food supplements, shelter and
infrastructure for the people.

History of the concept

In early human history the national interest was
usually viewed as secondary to that of religion or
morality. To engage in a war rulers needed to justify
the action in these contexts. The first thinker to advocate

for the primacy of the national interest is usually
considered to be Niccolo Machiavelli.

The practice is first seen as being employed by
France under the direction of its Chief Minister Cardinal
Richelieu in the Thirty Years’ War when it intervened
on the Protestant side, despite its own Catholicism, to
block the increasing power of the Holy Roman Emperor.
The notion of the national interest soon came to dominate
European politics that became fiercely competitive over
the next centuries.

States could now openly embark on wars purely
out of self-interest. Mercantilism can be seen as the
economic justification of the aggressive pursuit of the
national interest.

A foreign policy geared towards pursuing the
national interest is the foundation of the realist school
of international relations. The realist school reached its
greatest heights at the Congress of Vienna with the
practice of the balance of powers, which amounted to
balancing the national interest of several great and lesser
powers.

These notions became much criticized after the
bloody debacle of the First World War, and some sought
to replace the concept of the balance of power with the
idea of collective security, whereby all members of the
League of Nations would “consider an attack upon one
as an attack upon all,” thus deterring the use of violence
for ever more. The League of Nations did not work,
partially because the United States refused to join and
partially because, in practice, nations did not always
find it “in the national interest” to deter each other from
the use of force.

The events of World War II led to a rebirth of
Realist and then Neo-realist thought, as international
relations theorists re-emphasized the role of power in
global governance. Many IR theorists blamed the
weakness of the League of Nations for its idealism
(contrasted with Realism) and ineffectiveness at
preventing war, even as they blamed mercantilist beggar
thy neighbor policies for the creation of fascist states in
Germany and Italy. With hegemonic stability theory, the
concept of the U.S. national interest was expanded to
include the maintenance of open sea lanes and the
maintenance and expansion of free trade.
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Concept today

Today, the concept of “the national interest” is often
associated with political Realists who wish to
differentiate their policies from “idealistic” policies that
seek either to inject morality into foreign policy or
promote solutions that rely on multilateral institutions
which might weaken the independence of the state. As
considerable disagreement exists in every country over
what is or is not in “the national interest,Vthe term is as
often invoked to justify isolationist and pacifistic policies
as to justify interventionist or warlike policies.

The maiority of the jurists consider-that the
“national interest” is incompatible with the “rule of law”.
National interest and a stajte subject to the rule of law
are not absolutely incompatible:

While the notioN of slate reason comes first as a
theme of study in political science, it is a very vague
concept in law and has never been an object of
systematic study. This obvious lack of interest is due to
a deliberate epistemological choice - a form of positivism
applied to legal science; and as a result legal science
affirms its autonomy regarding other social sciences
while constituting-with exactness its own object - law -
in order to describe it. In doing so it implies deterministic
causes’which have an influence on its descriptive
function. This method which puts aside state reason is
not without any consequence: the fact that state reason
is not taken into account by legal science is to be
integrated within a-global rejection of a description of
law as presented in political science. A fundamental
dynamic in modern constitutionalism, “the seizure of the
political phenomenon by law” is all the more remarkable
when it claims a scientific value, thus a neutrality aiming
at preventing all objection. This convergence of legal
science and constitutionalism has the tautological

character of a rhetorical discourse in which law is
simultaneously the subject and the object of the discourse
on law. Having as a basis state reason, it allows a
reflexion on the legitimacy of power and authority of
modern Western societies; this in connexion with the
representations which make it and which it makes “state
reason and public law.”

The scope of national interests is not limited by
national boundaries. There is a misperception regarding
the acknowledgement of national interests existing
abroad as an idea of invaders or hegemonists. Some
see national interests beyond boundaries as an invasion
of territorial sovereignty. They insist, “for China, the
scope of national interests should be only China. It
should never be stretched to other countries or regions.
This idea reflects a lack of knowledge about the
international nature of national interests. National
interests have domestic aspects, such as territorial
security, national unification, sovereignty and so forth.
However, the most important aspects of national
interests in international politics are all outside a country’s
territory. Stability of the international order, maintaining
fare relations, establishing a peaceful environment,
expanding export markets, importing overseas
resources, establishing transnational forms of
cooperation, protecting international air transportation
security, etc. are all examples.

2014 CRIMEAN CRISIS

The Crimean Khanate, a vassal of the Ottoman
Empire, was conquered by the Russian Empire in 1783.
Following its incorporation into the Russian Empire,
Crimea became the “heart of Russian Romanticism”
and the region continued to attract vacationers well after
the Russian Empire was replaced by the Soviet Union.
The demographics of Crimea have undergone dramatic
changes in the past centuries.
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Crimea had autonomy:within the Russian Soviet
Federative Socialist Republic as the Crimean
Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic from 1921 until
1945, when Joseph Stalin deported the Crimean Tatars
and abolished Crimean autonomy. In 1954, the Soviet
Union under Nikita Khrushchev, who was himself half-
Ukrainian transferred the Crimean “Oblast from the
Russian SFSR to the Ukrainian SSR, in a “symbolic
gesture” that seemed insignificant at the time, since both
republics were a part of the Soviet Union. Crimea’s
pre-1945 autonomy was re-established with the Crimean
sovereignty referendum in 1991, the final year of the
Soviet Union’s existence.

In 1992, the Crimean Parliament voted to hold a
referendum to declare independence, while the Russian
Parliament voted to void the cession of Crimea to
Ukraine. In 1994, Russian nationalist Yuri Meshkov won
the 1994 Crimean presidential election and organized a
referendum on Crimea’s status. Later in that same year,
Crimea’s legal status as part of Ukraine was recognized
by Russia, which pledged to uphold the territorial
integrity of Ukraine in the Budapest memorandum
signed in 1994. This treaty (or “executive agreement”
for purposes of US law), was also signed by the United

States, United Kingdom, and France. Ukraine revoked
the Crimean constitution and abolished the office of
Crimean President in 1995. Crimea would gain a new
constitution in 1998 that granted the Crimean parliament
lesser powers than the previous constitution, including
no legislative initiative. Crimean officials would later
seek to restore the powers of the previous constitution.

The further developments in Crimea and the future
of the Ru there have been a point of contention in
Russian-Ukrainian relations. Under the now defunct
Russian-Ukrainian Partition Treaty determining the fate
of the military bases and vessels in Crimea - signed m
1997 and prolonged in 2010 - Russia was allowed to
have up to 25,000 troops, 24 artillery systems (with a
caliber smaller than 100 mm), 132 armored vehicles,
and 22 military planes, on the Crimean peninsula. The
Russian Black Sea fleet was given basing rights in
Crimea until 2042. Moscow annually wrote off $97.75
million of Kiev’s debt in return for the right to use
Ukrainian waters and radio frequencies, and to
compensate for the Black Sea Fleet’s environmental
impact.
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According to the 2001 census, ethnic Russians
make up about 58% of the two million residents of
Crimea. In Sevastopol, which houses a base for the
Russian Navy’s Black Sea Fleet, ethnic Russians make
up 70% of the city’s population of 340,00 Ukrainians
make up 24% of the Crimean population, while 12%
are Crimean Tatars. Ethnic Russians did not become
the largest population group in Crimea until the 20th
century, after Soviet leader Joseph Stalin ordered the
deportation of the Crimean Tatars in 1944 for alleged
collaboration with Nazi invaders in World War Two.
Crimean Tatars were not permitted to return to Crimea
after their deportation in 1944, and became an
international cause celebre, until the collapse of the
Soviet Union in 1991. The continuing return of Crimean
Tatars to their homeland in Crimea since the Soviet
collapse has caused persistent tensions with the Russian
population of the peninsula. A news report claimed pro-
Russian forces marking “X’^on the doors of houses of
Crimean Tatars. The leader of the Mejlis of the Crimean
Tatar People Refat Chubarov protested against the
intervention of Russia.

In the 2010 local parliamentary elections, the Party
of Regions received 357,030 votes, while the second-
placed Ukrainian Communist Party received 54,172
votes. Both parties were targeted by protesters during
the 2014 Ukrainian revolution.

In July 2011, Yuny Olexandrovich Meshkov the
former president of Crimea (1994-95) called for a
referendum on restoring the 1992' version of the
Constitution of Crimea. The District Administrative
Court of Crimea responded by deporting Meshkov from
Ukraine for a period of 5 years.

According to the International Centre for Defense
Studies, since the Orange Revolution in 2004, Russia
has pressured Ukraine for its preferences to associate
itself with the West. It has been stated that the
information campaign in Crimea has become especially
proficient and systematic, becoming particularly intense
during the 2006-08 Ukraine bid for NATO membership.
Each of Ukraine’s attempts to achieve European
integration has led to increased Russian hostility to the
idea via its use of information campaign. Russia opposes
Ukrainian integration with the West for various reasons,
including a fear of NATO expanding to Russia’s
Western borders and Russia’s claimed desire to include
Ukraine in an Eurasian Union.

During the Viktor Yushchenko presidency (2005-
2010), Russia’s relations with Ukraine deteriorated,
prompting the Russian security service (FSB) and
Russian military intelligence (GRU) to expand their
covert support for pro-Russian forces in Southern
Ukraine and Russian separatists in Crimea. Following
the Orange Revolution and the 2008 Russo-Georgian
War, American diplomatic cables leaked to the public
noted that Russian military action against Ukraine was
“no longer unthinkable.”

Revolution in Kiev

Towards the end of 2013, Euromaidan protests
began after President Viktor Yanukovych postponed the
signing of Ukraine-European Union Association
Agreement under severe economic pressure from
Russia, even though previously he had been eager to
sign it and stated it on multiple occasions. Instead,
Yanukovych struck a deal with Putin which meant,
amongother things, that Russia would buy $15 billion in
Ukrainian bonds, and discount gas prices to Ukraine by
one-third. Opposition leaders were suspicious of the true
cost to Ukraine for Russian support.

The protests escalated in early 2014 and eventually
led to deaths of both protesters and police between
February 18 and February 20. According to most reports
in Ukraine, violence was used mostly by the police.
Numerous snipers, whose identity is still disputed, killed
tens of protesters. President Yanukovych and the
opposition leaders signed a compromise deal on February
2J_that was brokered by the foreign ministers of France,
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Poland and Germany, but it soon became redundant as
Yanukovych left the capital, government forces
withdrew, and protesters took control of the city without
resistance. According to the deal, the Verkhovna Rada
was obliged to adopt a bill about the constitutional reform
and Yanukovych was obliged to sign it within 48 hours.
The bill was adopted, but Yanukovych didn’t sign it. On
February 21, Yanukovych fled Kiev. Evidence shows
that Yanukovych had started to prepare his leave on
February 19, removing goods and riches. The guards
of Yanukovych’s residence opened it to the protesters.
The protesters found vast evidence of Yanukovych’s
unprecedented corruption in his residence. The Rada
impeached Yanukovych, but not according to the
constitutional procedure. Even though the decision was
not constitutional, it was supported by the vast majority
in the Ukrainian parliament. According to the opposition
leaders, they had no other choice, because, as they see
it, Yanukovych had usurped power, including the courts,
and disregarded and violated the Constitution and other
laws many times. Members of the opposition appointed
Oleksandr Turchinov as the new speaker of Verkhovna
Rada and also appointed him as the interim President.
The Rada set May 25 for a new presidential election. A
new Council of Ministers was elected on February 27.
Russia refused to recognize the new authorities in Kiev,
saying that they had come to power through armed
insurrection by extreme-right political forces and
unconstitutional methods. The United States and
European Unionimmediately recognized the government
in Kiev.

Some residents of the eastern and southern parts
of the country, which are primarily Russian-speaking
and constitute President Yanukovych’s support base,
felt disenfranchised by these developments and
protested against the government in Kiev. The
Parliament of Crimea called for an extraordinary session
on 21 February. The leader of the Mejlis of the Crimean
Tatar People Refat Chubarov stated that he suspected
that the session might ask for Russian military
intervention.

On February 21, the Security Service of Ukraine
(SBU) issued a statement which promised that “it will
use severe measures to prevent any action taken against
diminishing the territorial integrity and sovereignty of

Ukraine.” The same day the pro-Russian Party of
Regions who held 80 of the 100 seats in the Crimean
Parliament did not discuss issues relating to the
separation of Crimea frorri’Ukrame and appeared to
support the deal struck between President Yanukovich
and the opposition fo end the crises signed the same
day.

On February 23, the Ukrainian parliament adopted
a bill to repeal the law on minority languages, which—
if signed by the Ukrainian President—would have
established Ukrainian as the sole official state language
of all Ukraine, including Crimea which is populated by
a Russian-speaking majority. The Christian Science
Monitor reported: “The [adoption of this bill] only served
to infuriate Russian-speaking regions, who saw the
move as more evidence that the antigovernment protests
in Kiev that toppled Yanukovich’s government were
intent on pressing for a nationalistic agenda.” A few
days later, on March 1, 2014, the acting President of
Ukraine, Oleksandr Turchynov, vetoed the bill effectively
stopping its enactment. However on March 11 the newly
installed Ukrainian authorities demanded that Russian
language TV and Radio channels be shut down, a move
that the OSCE slammed as repressive censorship. The
Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group and the
Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union have both
denied any human rights violations against Russian
speakers in Ukraine that would justify Russia’s actions.

LEGAL ASPECTS

The Russian-Ukrainian Partition Treaty on the
Status and Conditions of the Black Sea Fleet signed in
1997 and prolonged in 2010, determined the status of
the military bases and vessels in Crimea prior to the
current crisis. Russia was allowed to maintain up to
25,000 troops, 24 artillery systems (with a caliber smaller
than 100 mm), 132 armored vehicles, and 22 military
planes, on the Crimean Peninsula and Sevastopol. The
Russian Black Sea fleet had basing rights in Crimea
until 2042. However it is controversial if the recent troop
movements were covered by the treaty. The point may
be moot in light of current events, however.

Both Russia and Ukraine are signatories to the
Charter of the United Nations. The ratification of said
charter has several ramifications in terms of international
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law, particularly those that cover the subjects of
sovereignty, self-determination, acts of aggression, and
humanitarian emergencies. Vladimir Putin on one hand,
claims that the Russian intervention on Ukraine is for
humanitarian purposes. Ukraine and other nations, on

the other hand, argue that such intervention is a violation
of Ukraine’s sovereignty. Russia claims that its armed
forces are not involved in the present stand-off, and
also asserts that use of force for the purposes of
humanitarian intervention in Ukraine has not occurred.


